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Foreword

For *the past 33 years, since Theodore Roosevelt, then President of
the United States, Called the first. cofifeirence of governors in American
History to be held it. the White House, the conservation of natural
esources has been a national pöltcy. The purpose of conservation

education is to develop attitudes and ways of living which contribute
to the conscious preservation and intelligent use of our natural
resources.

,
The school's part in achieving this purpose is a fundamental one:

for the present as well as for the future. Becavse our country is
fortunate in being "bountifully endowed," as the President said in his
address dedicatidg the new Interior building in 1936, we.have not yi!t
realized the full effects of the "exploitation, waste, and mismanage-
nient" tizo which our national wealth has been subjec%ted. The schools
can assist materially in halting these activities and neglects thFough
promoting chapged attituCtes in our boys and girls, making them not
alone better conservationists but also better Americans.

This pamphlèt is dedicated to the achievement of the purposos
indioated. It is designed to help schools teach Conservation more
effectively through one of the newer teaching techniquesthe use of
Moving pictures in classrpoms throughout the count/7.

k 'suggests standaras for the selection pf films of educational valfie"
and gives practical suggestions for tipplying them as well as for using
the films selected tiCicording to-good clitssroom practkes.

6

er- BESS GOODYKOONTZI

AisiAtant U. S. C ommissioner of Education.
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Conservation Filins in Elementary SEhools
tj

Films as Aids in Teaching ConservationrthE MOTION PICTURE is a vivid aid in understanding how
e Nation's natural and human resources have been wastet and

how the remaining supply can be wisely conserved. It reveals truths
noi always shown 14 the words of a printed page, by flat pictures,
slides, stereographs, experimentation, or even by observation.

For example, one may read about a gully without becoming par-
ticularly alive to its significance. Flat pictures bring life to the
printed facts and clarify tiíeir meaning. Stereographs add distance
and perspective to thsi3 view presented by flat pictures. A still film can
show continuity of views, but a good moving picturf may do much
more.. It, not only adds continuity, but if the views are well selected,
may show changes and their relationships to material forces over a
periodof years. It can show the gradual erosion that tends to deepen
gullies, as one illustration, and events which filially lead to the dust-
storms of recent mohory, as another. The portrayal of movement,
of the rise of waters leadingtto floods, or the destruction of forests by
fire, are other examples of subject matter that can be presented by
films more effectively, peWaps, than by other means.

Again, in numerical and graphic representation, the motion picture
is useful in the placing of emphasis. Most teachers of geography find
it more impressive to sketch a map as they talk than to unroll a com-
pleted, printed one. The same technique, that of presenting a situa-
tion with a map or chart Oveloped during discussion, may be effec-
tively transferred to the screen. Simple charts showing certain
statistical information are developed in some informational films.

,

Evaluating and Selectin! Films

While an ever present obstacle to the use of films in the classroora
is the cost of the initial ecluipment, many school systems, large and
small, are now. able to overcome it. The next and most immediate
problem, once the decision to use films as a teaching device is made, is
that of selecting films best fitted to the particular purposes to be

acfiieved. Fortunately films adapted to teaching conservation in the
elementary school are not lacking in number or in quality. They may
be found among those prepared especially for children apd among

1
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2 .CONSERVATION MAO IN ELEMENTARY KHOOL8

those iIhich, though prepared primarily for adults, can be adapted to
children's u-se if proper Preparationis made in advance of their
presentation.

Conservation films are,esfsecially rich in stimulation and informa-
tion for audiehces aware of present conditions with respect to the
Nation's resources, the social and economic history underlying con-
servation problems, and the difficulties involved' in the development
of a constructive remedial program. On the other hand, groups only
slightly informed on the subject, who have only a meager histbrical,
economic, or geographical background, and who have not thought
seriously about the Nation's need for a positive program of concerva-
tion, are apt to observe more oi less passively. Careful selection
of appropriate films adapted to the particular group to which pre-
sented, and adequate preparation to insure understanding and appre-
ciation, are essential when children make up the viewing group.

Selecting films for teaching conservation is not a matter of glancing
over the course of study and preparing lists 'of motion ictures on
topics related to it. Films should be chosen as thoughtfu*as books.
The way in which the selection is made will depend in large part on
the type of school system concerned. In large systems, State or city,
for example, there may be a director of visual instruction whose duties
include the selection of films for the system. He will doubtless call
to his aid committees of teachers, subject-matter specialists,' aNtothers.
In sniall systems the superintendent, principal, and teachers will con-
sider and agree on the best method of selectionprobably committees
representative of the groups concérned offer a good solution. In §:till
smallei: systems the teacher alone may be the one responsible for the ,

selection. In all cases she shourd be an active Oarticipant. The fact
that the study of conservation is not limited to the classroom buti is
more gpecifically an activity subject, means that the teacher who knows
the environmental problems in the cuiriculum is the one besrahle to
decide whether OF not to use a film, as ell as to select the one to be 'Used.

Some authorities wisely advocate giving children a greater 'part in
the selection of films than they noW have. Their evaluations sitould
be helpful to any selecting committee, and the experience of sharing
in the choice is an educative activityispecially valuable in the forma-
tion of the habit of viewing all motion pictures critically.

What Standards Should B. Followed

Setting up of standards to guide in selecting motion pictures for
ány type of classroom use is desirable;and especially so in teaching
conservation, since 4daptation to local needs and situations is par
ticularly necessary afid available filni cirar prious phaees of cower-
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CONSERVATION FILMS *IN EI:EMENTARY SCHOOLS 3

vation. Studies have been made of standards for the selection of
motion pictures for instructional purposes, An analysis of these has
emphasized the following poin93 which are believed to be particularly
applicable to intelligent selection of conservation films for use in
elementary schools: (1) Content in relation to the curriculmil; (2)
suitability to children of the gride or maturity in question (3) con-
tribution to the educational objectives set'up for the unit of instruc-
tion in which it is used; and (4) tecgnical elements in relation to
photographyi continuity, titles, and offer items.

O

Relation of-Film Content to the Curriculum

The content of the film selected should have value for the regular
curriculum Points useful in determining such value or values are
theme, problems, facts, activities, and range of usefulness with respect
isó school grades. Considerations helpful inliidging filim on these
points are:

(a) The theme should be limited in scope, significant, and related
to the curriculum. For example, in connection with a unit on soil
conservation, a theme suck as "Continuous plowing of grassbinds
loosens soa, which is then washed away" is limited in scope and is
Eiinificant. On the other hand tire theme "Plowing grasslands, cut-
6ng forests, and planting the same crop year after year, disturb na-
ture's balance," although significant, is too broad in scope tó be treated'
thoroughly in a single film for elementary pupils. A fantasy on the

growth of trees worild have little or no significance for conservation
education. A film concerned -with problems of unemployment is an
example of oho not related to the curriculum in.the primary grades.

(b) A film should incorporate problems which stimulate original
thinking rather than one which merely entertains by the presentation
of interesting facts without pmblems. For example, alfilm may por-
tray animals in ati zoo, in a way which children And interesting. If,
irowevei, it suggests no reason ihy the animals are in captivity,
raises no question as tx) the scientific purposes%of the zoo, presents no
problems for study of the natural state of the animals or their.preser-
vation in natural parks, it is of less worth than one which, although
not so entertaining, challenges thought.

(o) The facts in a Olm should be significant, concrete, relate"d to the
theme, and sufficiently detailed to be interesting without cluttering the
scenes or interfering with desirable emphasis and proper subordina-
tion. The film should contain a preponderanct of facts not available
in the environment; otherwise the'children can learn as much at less
expense through an excursion or some everyday experience.
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; CONSERVATION FILMS IN. AE111ENTARY .scgooLs

(4) Conservation fil s mostAppropriate for elementarym grades are
ezirichment .for activities 'in progre'ss and stimula-.tiot for liew activities. :lire

.,(e) A film which can be used byseveral grades is more desirable
than a film which ig 'suited only tót one... Sówe currila Riovide
activities in which the eritiréoschool can participaie, and filnis selected'
for these ativiteies are inote economical ihan tlitoi6 in which only. one

I

grade cáfi engage:
,

Suitability to Children For Whom Intended

4 .

A film is suitable for children if it is adapted to their age and
needs, is intere.sting and simple, and constructive' with respect tc;
coriservation problems.

(a) A con'iervation film sho.uld meet the immediate ¡lids of pupils
by providing information adapted to their maturity level, by elémon.
strafing skills desired for conservation actiOties, such ts gardening '

or building terraces, and by"dffording stimulation ;for Oew"activ.ities
and problems. ,

( Interest qualities aid in .determining suitability. The problem
for ie teaclier reviewer is io decide what quilities contribute toward
interest among chiktren. While there are no tscienti*Ittlly defined
stand-ards for judging. general:qualities svgge4ed in avail-
able. studies 2' of the motion picture and of reading material help one
to jiidge interest ,yalues... .,,pnong theoe qualitie§ are movement and
liveliness, variety, hunloi,.story eleyned, and Cfitielation with familiar
experiences. 4ovelniant, ipd: are readily recognizable.
Variety is shown in) action, iSfiSé. of _shots, and Content. Qualitiesot a good story, such as suspense, of facts, and a satisfy-ing climax and close, add interest. They are fot incorporated always
in purely ingrmation films, but usually are fpund in documentary
fihns designed for emotional appeal,

(c) Simplicity should be judged according to the abilities of the
pupils, by stu4 of the approich, theme, organization, vocabulary,. .

U. 8 Departmeiht of the Interior, Office of Educatioi!. Conservation in the educationprogram. By William H. Bristow and Katherine M. Cook. Washington, U. B. GovernmentPrinting Office, 1937. (Bulletin 1937, No. 4.)
U. S. Officg of Education. Federal Security

yr
.AgenCy: *(Formerly U. 13. Department of theInterior, Office of Educatiosh) Teaching conservation in the.. elementary schools. ByEffie G. 'Bathurst. Washington, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1940. (Bulletin 1038.plo. 14.) O

O

.

Puna, .Fannie W. Interest factors in primary . reading material. New York, II; t.Teachers college, Columbia university, 1921. 70 p. ..(Contributionis to education, No. 113.)Oates, Arthur Interest and ability; in readipg,:-; **lock
°,N. Y The Macmillan Co....1.1'1931. 204 p, illus.

. iGeorge, William 41. .11.1e. tine= in kiwi.. d4n, $ir Iliac Liftman & Bons, IA& / .1935. p. 2444. *. '0"

: . O.3 BrOnsfeiter, Maz R. 'How 'to nse the- iducation4 sound.film. Chicago, Tbe Univeraity- -A'of Chicago press, 1937. p. 47,
.
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTART SCHOOLS
4

geographical or histoiical allusions, and length of showiiig. Exam-
ples of simple approaches are items of child interest, pupil activities,
and familiar problems; exah. ples of more diffipult approaches arei his-w-

torical incidents a:nd unfamiliar problems. A -simp 'organization
consists of thriè or four sequelices only, whose relation to the theme
is definite. Film showings shdukrbe adapted in time lezigth to the
itgeol the.childAn concerned. For'young children a film should not
last more than TO to 13 minutes. .

(d) Con8triictiveness is an important elemént in, suitability in a
conservation firm. The problems Qf waste of the Nation's résource*-
are tragié, and if vnirayed on thé.screell without suggestions for ,
remedial measiires, may be too exiting for children.* Colistructive-

Almness scan be judged by the extent to which the leaves hopeful
rather than harrowing 'implications, suggests or pres.ents. remedial
measures, places responsibility. accuiately. clearly or not at -Nall,.
and suggests ways in which children gan participsate in conservatión
activities.°

Conhibutiotts to Uueationol C(trectives
lb .

A film should contribute to one or more defiiiite educational ob-
jectives. Among the objectives of conservation educatiim are under-
standing of prfnciples and fact§,-development of attitudes, growth of
ihterests, and acquisition of skills.

(aY A film'i; value in-6* gaining desirable .tuiciel4andings can be
judged' by the facts fwd. pinCiples it. presents. In all its presenti7
tions it must be accura4 and free from propa¡andak The important
facts of conservatipn deal with wild-plant life, ,ild-animál life, soil,
water, minerals, and human resources. The teacher who r.eviews the
film should be familiar with these facts. Some prhiciples of con-
servatión.4 with which ctildren should be famil,iar aie : (1.) Resources
inadequate to the Nation's future needs shoula be conserved by_ re-
duchig waste and using only what is necessary to preserve adyanced
standards of civilization; .(2),-,resounms so abundant that they cannot

. .
subtitutedbe exhausted s o ld,be used frely and for limited re

sourced' mlenever possible; and (3) renewable resources should net
be used faster tb ithey cam be replaced.

(b) A film's o tribution to the development of attitudes must bet..
judged in relatio tó the probable. emotional responses of the pupils.
Am9ng the att : ;toward conservation which may be cultiTated
are a Boise óf remponsib4ity,* appreciation of natural iesouirces and
their imps) nc and a tendency to do something to 'conserve them.
Asprommolomp

4 Van Elise, C. R., Loomis Elaveineyer, and others. Conservation a our natural rewire's.
Rev. ed., edited by Loomis Havemeyer, and others, based on Via Hiss's Conservation Of
natural resources In the. United Malta .* New 'fork, N. Y., The Maesnlligi Co., 19$7.
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEANTARY SCHOOLS .

To' judge 'a conservation film one shou know arid consider thechildren's environment, previous study : information, and habits ofthought. From such considerations one should be able to foreseethe emotional response to various types öf films.
(c) The contribution- of a filni to the development of permanent,interests can be rated by the way it stimulates. children to seek in-formatign in printed material.; to take field trips, visit museums, andengage in4l'conseryátion activities; or. to encourage interest in con-servation among others. . .-

(d) The worth of a film for developing skills should be judged tythe correctness -of the demonstration. Among conservation activitieg
. requiring skills that can be shown to advantage on the screen -are :Gardening;ketting .out trees, plucking *ild flowers, protecting soilfrom erosion, building preserves for protecting birds and wildanimals, and building and extinguishing picnic fires.

Technical Qualities o

A film should be correct technically. Among technical *elements tobe judged in films are continuity, photography, Commentator's speech,music, and titles. Following are considerations in judging these ele-ments:
(a) Continuity 5 cab be judgea by the treatment of sequences orepisodes, scenes, time lapses, and climax. The sequences in a filmshpuld be necessary to the denlopment of the theme, with rilinorsituations subordinated, Only scenes that contribute to a sequenceshoild be included, and they should be repeated as often It8 necessary.r to maintain the continuity. Scenes should include but few ideas,and should remain on the screen long enough to give the audiencetimeto think critically, but not long enough to become tiresome. Theclimax should result as a definite solution of the situation developed.(b) Ph.otograp% may be judged by effectiveness and composition,

elements in the general impression one gets from a elm.Among factors which contribitte to effectiveness are steadiness;t gives clear, pleasing impressions of the objects on whichattention is to be focused and causes no eyestrain; variety of shotswith preponderance of close-ups; views taken from angles which areinteresting but not too unfamiliar; variety in placement of objectson the screen, due to skillful techniglie in focusing the camera; andskillful photography such as slow-motion scenes, microphotography,and animated &swings. Among the characteristics of gvod comp>.errowavielsormiemeloweirre .

characteristic of moth+ pictures whereby Eocene' and sequences are linked togetherfor the orderly exposition of ideas or the chronoloplaki. development of narration," giving'.a Alin power to .present relationship of chitonology, location, and grówth. Brut.etetter,.Maz R. Op. cit.
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SCHOOLSCONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY
_.4

-§ition are the placement and portrayal of objects, which should be .few and well distinguished; har4nious arrangemept óf light anddark; conformity of lines, balance, and mood to the principles of art ;and limitation of attention-attracting devices, such as arrows.(o) The commentator's speech can be judged by'voice, content, rate,and sinchronization. It should supplement the scenes of the filmwithout stating ideasathat are obvious in the picture. The commen-tator should not speak too fast. Speech, music, and scenes shouldbe correctly synchronized..
(d) Music should be appropriate from the children's point oPview..and synchronized with film and commentator's speech..leY In silent films titles are judged pertinence, simplicity, andusefulneii. They should direct attention to important ideas whichmight be missed without them, shouldbe simple in wording, not toolo detract fróm interest in thepictures, and should carry forwardthe arrative or exposition by presenting facts which the picturesvcannpt present to well.

Summáry of Standards

NI

Four standards or criteria are suggested in the preceding pages
, for evaluating conservation films with a view to their use in Oemen-tary school classes.. Each is broken down into topics and these- inturn into subtopics representing considerations significant in arrivingat an intelligent conclusion. For convenience in applying the stand-ards suggested a summary of points emphasized in the discussionfollowsy A general rating can be recorded if desired. This may bedone by writing Good, Fair, Poor, or A, 13, C, etc., if preferred, firstafter the subpoints as guides in ratfng the major points and -finallyin ratinglhe film'under each 'standard suggested.

1. Content in relation to the curriculum
(a) Theme or subject or points of empOasis : .4t

(1) Limited in scope"----.--
(2) Significant a& to subject and facts piesented
(3) Related td curriculum

(b) Problems:
(1) SIgnificukt problems presented
(2) Local problems enriched or extended
(3) New problems and questions suggested(c) Facts;
(1) Significant and Mated to theme

Not 'available in environment
(4) Actlyitiqs:

. (1) Enrichment of those In progress
(2) New ones suggested

Adaptailons:
(1) Qiie or several grades ---h----
(2) 0ne or omit! units
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CONSERVATION FIT IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

2. Suitability to children of the grade or maturity level in which to be
used

(a) Adaptation to childi%ren's iteeds: hiformation ; demonstration of
Akins; stimulation

(b) Qua*ties of interest; Movement and liveliness; variety; sur-
prise; human; qualities of a good story.; correlation with
personal experiences

(e) Simplicity: Approach; theme; 'organization; vocabulary;
length of showing

(4) Constructiveness: Implications (hopeful or harrowing) ; re-
medial measures; responsibility rlace,inent

3, Contributlim to educafional objectives
(a.) Understanding: Facts concerning specific resources; princi-

ples of conservation'
(b) Attitudes: Appreciations; sense Of res.ponsibility; tenden

act
(e) Persistent interests: Reading;:trips; activities
(4) Skills (examples) : Gardening; tree planting; conserving soil:

prote.cting birds and animals; building and extinguishing
picnic fires

4. Technical qualities
(a) Continuity : Sequence; type of scenes; time Mimes; cli-

max
( b) Photography: Effectiveness; composition
(c) Commentator's speech: Voice; content ; rate; synchroniza-

tion
(d) Music: Appropriateness *of selections; synchronization
(e) Titles: Pertinence; simplicity; usefulness

. Suggestions for Using Films

Preparation for Viewing Film
In -general, both the teacher and the children, especially those

4

of
elementary-schoor age, need careful preparation if .they are to profit
from the use of films in Connection with a unit on conservation. Part
9f. the teacher's preparation consists in planning to take advantage of
all the Opportunitieg for learning which the film affords. For *exam.-
ple, if the unit began, as it should, in a real situation, such as maki4g
or improving a garden, attraaing birds, transplanting trees-, or st
similar activity, the film will .offer suggestions for further activities.
For children interested in. ,motion pictures from the viewpoint of
film art; of whom there are some in any *group, the teacher .should not
oierlook the opportunity to develop the love of art and natural beauty
.whiph. a good film stiMulates by the use of light and shadow, cloud
effects, mid ..piptorial eiptessio4 of moods. . Other opportunififi
offered. by films are :. To wcure hiformatio* covering.. a 'wider -field
than the study of-. qie 'children's* oink environment' -affords; to enie
Phisize uni..versid facts and conditions; and to clarify .:Lnd. .suinmarke
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 9

information (inly vaguely realized before because of children's
limitations in experience.

fnsofar aS possible, of cOurse, the **children's rather than the teach-.
er's purposes are the important consideration in presonting and view-
ing as well as in selecting films. When a Child :views a filin for a
purpose distinctly his own, ihe experience really registers.. Indi-
vidual pupils tis well as different classes, the latter according to. ma-
turity levels or environments, May well have different purposes.
These and oater considerations suggest the need for the teacher's
viewing the film in advanc(.3 of its use in the classrooM to insure fami-
liarity with 'lids possibilities; the manual, if one accoinPanies it, will
offer suggestions ; notes *made during the teacher's preview will guide
in Vanning the children's viewing.* The teacher May find it helpful
to ralyze the content of the film by standards suggested on pre-

pages and make notes to guide her teaching.
(.,FolloNring her preview, the teachei might

Note whether the film is" suitable for enriching activities or
suniinarizing information:

Note its contributions to vvious educational objectives.
List *statements or note scepes that have characteristics of

propaganda to be chedEed 'Or questioned.
Note facts, problems, scenes,*ocabulaiy, and historical or geo-

graphical references that rill be difficult for the pupils.
List scenes which will need t,o be suppletnented by still pica...,

tures, maps, graphs, readithg, or explanation.
Note concrete experiences which will help children to make

better use of the film.
Write question% for discussion.
Note musical selections and especially effective scenes or

sequences to which children's attention should 1,e called.
List activities in which the pupils can engage after they have

viewki the film.

In organizing her procedure for using the film the teacher might :

Gather material for use' in connection with the film Pictures,
books, maps, slides, and magazines.

Plan ways of using this material in learning situations pre-
ceding the showing of the film. .

Plan attivities in which the film will be helpful.
Plan questions the film *ill help to answer it the children ask

none themselves..
Plan follow-up activities.

After reviewing the Alm aud otherwise preparing herself for its
presentation, the next vetep for the teacher is that of preparing the
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class to gét, the most value from the showing Am9ng other possibili-
ties: the teacher may assist the .class to review facts and experiences
gaified on excursiolis and in other activities of the unit. It is espe-
cially helpful, if the film portrays.information similar to that in .a pic-
ture previously viewed, to recall significant questions which. have been
reserved for the showing of the film or to suggest (petitions if none
have been raised, by the pupils. The teacher nifty suggest items par-
ticularly worthy of attention; may remind individual pupils of
aisignmefits to be undertaken such as giving reports on the film to
classmates not présent when it was viewed; may read Or have the class
read it review of the picture if one is available.; and may shoiv still
pictures of important scenes in the film. ..

Study. .of still pictures in advance of viewing a film helps prepire
pupils to observe details and is especially desirable for children for
whom the scenes on the screen move too rapidly. Pictures used for
thispurpose should be incorporated in the unit -rather than presented
solely in . preparation for the film. For example, in. a study oi the
conservation of fur-bearing animals, pictures in books can. be used to
teach the children what the animals laik like. This gives them a
background and _makes them sensitive to the conservation aspects of
the film and to the habits of the animali.portrayed.

Viewing the Film

Viewing a film is profitable to the extant that the picture selected is
appropriate for's specific purpose, the teacher's and pupils' prepa-
ration carefully 'made, and skillful teaching employed in connection
with the observation.°

Items for special consideration are the introduction of the film ; the
order of showing, whether for the first time or not the place, whethet
an auditorium or a classroom ; the frequency of showing; assuranceof adequate background .for understanding; and consideration of
pupils' 'individual needs and abilities.

The best way to introduce a film, provided the pupils have a pur-
pose for viewing it, is just to show it. Long introductions detract
from interest and weary the pupils. The first time a film is shown
children should be allowed to view it without interruption. The usual
method of initial showing is to present tht picture with the (*omen-
tator's speech from beginning to end without stopping for discussion,
questions, or pupils' individual difficulties. If the commentator's

a New. 'fork &ate Assoodation of !elementary School Principals. Visual aids in the wheels.Committee on educational prrreia, visual aide division. Ithaca, N. Y., Thomas CirillitheBois, boa, 1985. 82451. (Bulletin IV Deem* 1935)Vale, Weir, and others. . Motion pictures i ednetteisou. A summary. American 'Councilon Education, Committee on Motion PIctures la Ed lieu Nevi York, N. To The 11,*.W..Wiles,- Coo 1937. p. 111442..
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 110.

speed; is not desired, the teliclres comments Can be substituted or tlui
film can be shown without conunentary. After a am has been shown-
once without interruptions, subsequent. .shouiligs ciin *be iliterrupted as
oftefi as necessary for the children or teacher to ask questions about
difficult points, for discussion of scenes of special hiterest, or to aid
.individual pupils.

The place available for showing the film helps to determine wayS of
studying it. It is easier to adjust sound to an auditorium (Ilan to a
classroom, and in many school systems the expense of equipping a class-
Toom is pmhibitive. Equipment, however, is becoming less expoisive
and mire adequate and teacheri3 find the new projectors easier to
adjust than the old. Therefore, when a school system is large enou.gh
and the use of films extensive enough to warrant the expenge, it.. is ad-
visable to have sevexal classrooms, as well is the auditorium fitted fins
motion pictures. An audit6rium is suitable for initial viewings of
films when -it is not expected that the showing will be stopped for
discussion or questions. It is not appropriate for seCond and third
shoving* because it is too large for discussions, and because it cannot

secumd as often as necessary for sufficient study of the film.
To get the mosi out of a motion picture, one should be able to con-

centrate on a main idea and follow it throughout ; to formulate the
theme; to find problems; to answer questions assigned; to rememN%r
facti and to 'note inaccurate or questionable facts; to note objec-
tionable use of propagalida; to..apply information; and to criticize
photography.

The attitude *hi). which a pupil views a film affecis learning An
attitude of study is important. Children who are accustomed to
viewing films in theaters for,entertainment only are at first unable to
find themes or problems in classroom films or to discuss them intelli-
gently. Desirable attitudes, however, can be developed.. Using tho
film in a classroom as a_ part of the lesson, rather than in an .audi7
toriuni in cooperation with other -cl aids in *the development of
attitudes of .study:

It. is important .that children be taught. to observe films with an
attituie of criticism with respect to .subject matter, photography, and
story. It is helpful to.make note of statements or scenes to be_ checked
lOth written or verbal 'opinions of authoritie& Iii films, as in reading,
children should regard the statements- or opinions of single autatori-
ties as tAintittive,until found to be in agreemeilt with .other authorities.

In the showing of a. film, as in the Ow of other materitils.of histrw!.
ihdividutd. needs be c'onsideribd. For work undertaken bdpfe

the initial -showing children can 1x given vecial help such as being
told in what scenes of the film to look for their .assignmehts, havink
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12 CONSERVATION FILMS IST ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS '*

difficult words explained, or historical allusions made clear. After
the initial -showing the teacher will know the kind of guidance vario
pupils need by nbting the questions they ask, their comments and
criticisms, and their attitudes.

Follow-up 'Activities

To benefit most from educational films, pupils should apply the
ideas presented and, if nemssary, the teacher should help them to
make practical applications such as incorporating the film into the
other activities of the unit or into new activities suggested by the
picture. Like the other activities of the unit, they should not be
assignments made by the teachers. They are more educative when he
teacher leads the .children to initiate, plan, and assume the responsi-
bility for completing thém. Activities which may follow viewing
the film, especially one that is incorporated into unit are: Discus-
sion, experiments, summaties and: reports, evaluation of films, and
taking part..in local enternises.of conservation.

Discunion.Some type it discussion, generally related to-the unit,
should follow viewing the film. Certain situations stimulate lively
discussions if the teacher makes use of them when they For
instance, if the film portrays facts which help tò answer cinitions,
certain pupils may reviéw diem to be sure that the class makes the
application. The facts of the film may née4 to be compared with
information gained from texts and reference books and differences
discussed. If the picture presents facts which have not been found
elsewhere-,. special attehtion should be called to them. If the film
contains inaccuracies, these should be pointed out by teacher or
pupils.

Pupils frequently have differing opinions about the problems,
theme,' or information presented by a film atid disagreements follow.
These may be resolved by discussion, and especially erroneous con-
ceptions can be correçted.. Solutions and remedies suggested by the
film for conservation problems should be compared with solutions
which the children have read about or *ith things which are being
done in the tominunity to solve similar prOblems. Questions which
the pupils.* can be answered, and scenes .which were not under-
stood- can be explained. In the* discussion period the teiaer has
opportunity to observe difficulties of individual pupils who .need
special attention.;

Discussion should leid to:. furthet activity; not cease.. with the
dose.of t.,4e çlft Period. -.In disagreements which cannot be .resolved
hi the dilloussion, the ctildren may need to .vie* a certain pirt ot
the 'fibril again, look lip facts in 'texts ti'od reference books, or seek
information in Itivfipapérs 6r itnazines. Certain pupils can. mistime.
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. CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 13

the responsibility of reporting to the class information in newspapers
or .magazines to which they alone have access. If the .film fails to
give it11 the information the children need or have *expected in solv-
ing problems or answering questions, it must be supplemented by
other sources, which ill some awes can be sought by the pupils and
in others can be pointed. out by the teacher.

Certain facilities for showing films promote discussion ; Jack of
them may hinder it. Showing films in auditoriums to amiiences corn-
postid of several classes is not conducive to discussioh. In a class-
room, however, the group of pupils is smaller and frequently engaged
on the same unit, so when a question or argument arises, relatively
more pupils are interested in it; the working schedule Ls more readily
adjusted to immediate needs; and discussions of- the film can take
precedence over other work when desirablé.

Correct teaching technique facilitates diécussion. Though the
teacher iemainf in the background,when the pupils can proceed with-
out her,' she should be ready with a pertinent question if the children
wainder from the point. She should dra* retiring pupils into the e

dispussion. She should be quick to show again any put of thé OW
for whiçh the discuSsion reveals a need. When suggesting assign-
ments for reports she 'should give ext%tet -*page references and be
definite in pointing 'out work to be done.. .

Teachers apd pupils should d*uss the aiiplication to be made of
the more practical films, especially* those which teach skills or pre-
sent facts which can be applied in an activity of the unit. For ex-
ample, suppose thespupils have viewed Preparing for a Garden'. for
the specific- purpose óf learning hciw to prepare a hotbed or a cold-
frame, and how to use. them. After seeing the film the class should
discuss the ideas it gave them and plan how they will put these ideas
into practice when they begin their work in a garden..

Experimente.--Environment helps to determine the types of experi-
Lments needed. City children who have observed in a film that loose

soil on slopes is washed aWay by heavy rain can arrange soil on sloping
boards, sprinkle it with a watering pot, nOte how fast it washes down
the .slope, and compare various kinds of soil and slopes with various

, Oegrees of slant.. Thejr can perform experiments to 4iow how well
various kinds of soil retain moisture. Rural children can experiment
outdoots 'with the use óf various vine4 trees, .or shtubs in filling' gul-
lies ; testabil and water ; and apply. the conclusions at which they arrive.

&elm in filins may su _ cartoons to .children who are of artistic.
connection :with .films 0.4out wildlife .they can study Ding.

which may lead some of therii to attempt" original car-
toons. 0thir children. can use ideis of films for .posters to be placed
011.1.111/11111r
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14 CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY. SCHOOLS

in public Places. Others may want to make scrapbooks, keep note-
books, or write verse or prose.

Summaries and reports.--There should ho a &finite use or purtiost;
for summary or report if either is require$1. .Written reports giving
answers tp questions are helpful to children who were absent when tho
film was shown, and to classes which have no chance to see the films.
When pupils or .dasses are trying to decide what film., to see, sum-
maries or reports of films seen by other clases are helpful, particu-
larly _if facts of the film are accompanied by opinions as to their
value and suggestions for their u6e.

Variety of form adds to pupils' interest in summaries and roports..
provided the form chosen meets the purpose. A review of content, for
example, is useful to a teacher or a class committee in selecting a film
for a certain problem or activity. Written criticisms of films viewed
by sevmai claws afford interesting items for a school newspaper or
a library bugetin board. A column for the bulletin board or school
Paper is inte'resting if it coittains reviews prepared by pupils who
have seen'the film in advance of othem. Such a cohmm can be en-
titled Films You'll TS rùh to See or The &hoot &wen.
Well-prepa 14.oral reports on interesting films can be given for as-
sembly proOrams on films observed by only a few pupils or bygone
class. Tests composed by groups of pupils afford a means of review-
ing facts, when this is desired, for pupils who constnict the tests as
wen as tho"se who answer them. Usually much teacher guidance is
necet.;sary to. secure questions and statements which ant significant and
which require a review and selection of facts for their answers.

Evahwting cards.--It is sometimes .worth while for children to
keep a .file of cards on which the class hu evaluated the conservation
films observed. Teacher and pupils can together develop» a set of
quesiions,- topics, or standardq, and these can be hektographed or
written on cards for the children's. use. The class, .or in evaluating
committee, can select the best set of questions for the permanent file.
Such,a file can be used by other 'classes to help them decide what con-
servation films they wish to see. The pupils will be pleased if their
evaluations of a rented film can .be used by the clinic-tot of .visual in-
st ruct ion or the superintendent in selecting films far ptirdiase.

Following are examples of questions and topics which pupils in.
upper grades can be helped to develop for such an evaluginx card :

a

Title of Alai
Type of film: Documentary . Informational
Title of unit for wbich aborn
Theme or problem of ttie film
In what way Is thel then* or probleM important in conservation?

. For what activities is the film qmetul?
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With what written authority do its facts agree?
What statements seem to be objectionable propaganda? Why?

(a) Undue appeal to emotions
(b) Extravagant emphasis on principles which most people accept

without thinking,
(e) Placing unwarranted blame on any bingle group
(d) Appeal to racial or local prejudice
(e) Ridicule
(f) &mom
(g) Statements not warranted hy the Asap;

How was the film weed by the class?
(a) What questions did It answer?
(b) For what conservation activities was it useful 4!
(c) What di/rug:don grew out of it?
(d) What activities did It suggest?

What visa the most effective seeneZ
How should the photograpky be rated?
How should the commentator's remarks be rated?

Topics such as the following can be included in an evaluating cant
developed and used by lower intermediate grades;

Title of film
What the elm was about
MoNt useful part
Mow interesting part
The seene we liked the best
Things the class cotild do after °weft the elm

Films Adapted to Teaching Conservation in the
&modal School

The accompanying list of motion Pictures- dealing with the con-
servation of natural resources and suitable for use in the elementary
grades has been selected and analyzed in the U. S. Office of Edu-
cation. The annotations, in addition to brief descriptions of thq
content of each film selected, include suggestions for their appropriate
use in the classroom. .

This list.was prepared to assist school officials, especially teachers,
interested in teaching conservation in the elementary school and in
the usi of films as one means of achieving that end. It should
serve more than one purpose, pointing the way both to the use of
newer materials of initruction and to a newer method of presenting

juch materials. It should fill a need ance it presents a list of films
definitely adapted to the particular purpose of teaciing conserve-

! tion; it should stimulate broadening the environinental experiences
of the Oacher amt chilarin;. and it shouM suggest:the further use
of films as an, available technique for instruction in other
materials as well u in conservation.
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16 CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

The films in the list have been selected because of dieir adaptaiion
to use in the elementary-whool curriculum on whatever basis ör-
ganized; their value in presenting conservation materials; the leads
offered bytheir- presentation to further educational experiences in
the children's environment; and to continuing intemsts in activitjes
concerned with or allied to conservation educatitm. The annotations
include a brief description of the content of each film, to give the
teaaer an intelligent idea of its adaptation to her particular class;
suggestiims concerned with the educational objectives to which a
Min contributes; the background needed by the children who are
to benefit by the presentAtion of the film; types' of supplementary
material which enhance the film's educational value; topics for dis-
cu&sion after viewing the pic6i, and follow-up activities suitable
for children of the grade levels to which the film is adapted.

Following the annotated list is a supplementary list of 12 con-
servation films, including the source from which eacl can be obtained;
and a brief description of its content to serve as a guide to the
further use of films for teaching conservation of forests, wildlife,
soil, ind ntinerals. Tokether the lists offer teachers of elementary-
schoól children a varied selection of films for teaching conservation
through the use of motion pictures. A

Annotated List of Films on Conservation

Nature's Gangsters.NeW York, N. Y., Walter O. Ontlobis, Inc. [n. d.1
16 mm. Sound. No teacheris guide.

Content.---Protecting wildlife through entombment of game laws, The film
begins with a discussion of the vkdatign of Michigan State gume laws. Game
wardens control the bunting In the State, but the area for which one man Is
responsible is largq and hoodlums sometimes break thi law and kill game
when the warden cannot see them

The picture shows a group 4 hoodlums at a filling station where a warden
is stationed. As soon as tbe warden goes on his husinena the hoodlums start
to the woods. There they sepafate, two or three of Vein pushing forward
on foot to a trout stream while their accomplice driven along the road keeping
a lookout for the warden. They are unattractively dressed, have disagreeable
countenances, mid distinctly are not the type of person to enlist the sympathy
-of children. The class in apt to view the picture hoping that the hoodlums
will be captured and the game allowed to go free.

Beautiful rainbow trout are shown in a stream and it is made clear *that
this Is a defied season on troui. Nevertheless the gangsters spear a trout
while the commentator remarks that the handsome fish should be given a
chance to match Its wit against a book. The nett sequence shows a grotty 'of
gangsteri dynamiting fish, killing them by the dozens In the stream. An
Inhabitant of tbe region, a true fisherman, 'comes- along; diseov.ers what has
been done, and mops upi many dead fish from tjse stream.. He goes into a
barber shop and tells' tbe story. ite game irarden yhappens to be In the

O next to the Agawam He Acme* ; t tbe matter sind Ands the
tart .
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CONSERVATION, FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 17

There Is another type of gangster, whom the commentator calls a butcher.
In the picture he places salt in a tree to attract a deer, climbs the tree carry-
ing his gun, sees a doe, and shoota It. The picture shows the animal staggering
away into tbe woods. The butcher climbs down from his tree and goes into
the woods to find the deer. Yes, It is a doe. Rapidly, lest the. warden And
him, the butcher cuts .off a hind quarter. The lien picture shows a motherless
fawn hidden Iii shrubbery. Still another type of gangster is tbe fellow who
been something move, and shoots. A doe is killed and the left Mild leg of her
fawn shattered.

Edaseatimai objectives.(1) Understandings: (a) A game warden has a
urge amount of land to patrol. lie *cannot always see when laws are broken.
(b) People should help him prvent law-breaklug. (c) Gangsters and butchers
of wine' are not sportsmanlike in. their attacks on innocent wild animals.

(2) Attitudes: 'Respect for and approval Of game laws and a disapproval of
those 'who' attempt to break them.

(3) Persistent interest : Interest in continued scientific protection of wildlife,
in law enforcement, aud in reading about and discussing these topics.

thiapialion.---Orade 4 and above.
Treatment of materiatinteresiting.faaNbaré brought together and organised

hi 'story form with surprise and- plot. Children admire the warden and others
ivtio keep. Ole Law and have regard &is wildlife, and despise those who break the
law tad kilt Photography is clear and attractive lind continuity easy to follow;
facts apparently are accurate; and the geuer#I effect is pleasing.

Situation and purpose.----This film can be used to enrich and add information
to a unit on the conservation of wild animals. It is not a summarising unit be-
cause it prwents onry one phase of he problem. l'hé best Initiation for the
film lies to questions which the children agk regarding the enemies of wildlife
against which conservationists must make a stand.

Background desfrable.ln order to muler4and the film, the cldldren should
have ability to follow continuity, especially to understand the relation of the
game warden to the hooilluml; and the social contribution of the Silberman who
finds that trout wibre dynamited and.tells about this crime in the barber shop.
It Is well If thevupils, before seeing the film, have stmlied the danger of extermi.

Ion which threatens many forms of wildlife.
Procedires.(1) Preparation: Children will need ti) be prepared for a iew of

he minnow toes words such u dynamite, warden, hoodlum, and accomplice.
They should be helped to understand 'about the work Of game wardens, and the
Mown why they are necessary. Excursions to fishing holes or hikes in the i.00ds
ure helpful.

() 2 Viewing: The initial showing should be either in auditorium' or class-
room. Subsequent showing should be in classroom. The film is well organised
lind Advanced pupils will find a -single showing profitable. Younger pupils will
need .tnore than one showing.

.431 Supplementary material: (a) Animal books with discussions and pic-
tures, such alit In Field and Por*est,s Child's Story of the Animal World,' The Book
faj zoogrigply. (b) Slides and bUlletins containing pictures of varieties of
fish, from U. 8. Department. of Commerce, Bureau of Fisheries; Parma of. the

& Dunn. Fannie W. and Trowel!: Eleanor. In field and forest. livanstou, Ill., ROW,
Peterson do., 1928. 288 p. (Mother nature aeries, book 3.)

flue/. Edward G. Child's story of the animal world. New York, N. T., Reynal &
IlItchcockr.1935. 365 D. Ulna.

Muno, RaymoidL. Book of sooftripliy. New York, N. Y., I. B. Lippincott, 1834.
04 p.
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18 CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

National Parks," and other bulletins with pictures of wild wilmals in the parks,
U. ji Department of the Interior, National Park Bailee.

(4) Questions for discussion: (a) If all wild animals are protected by law,will they become nuisances, now that the country is thickly populated? (b)
What game laws are theie in your State? What animals are protected under
them?

(5) Further activities: (a) Children who live near the woods can take an
excursion to see trout in a stream and a deer or a fawn in the woods. (b) Pupils
an learn which animals need.' conservation in their home community, gather

information about these inimals, and plan Signs or posters to put In public places
urging people to help conserve wildlife of the community. (e) The class can
interview adults who are interested in the wildlife .of the community and learn
what -can be done to conserve,11 In commuyties where children trap skunks,
tnuskrats, and minks and sell their pelts, the class can help to discourage the
practIce.

Our" Ilird CitiZens. New York, N. Y., Bray Pictures Corporation 729 Seventh
Avenue, d.] 1 reel, 16 mm. Sound. Rental or purchase. Ni) teacher's

Content.The theme of the film is that birds are useful, interesting, and
beautiful and should be protected. The picture b!gini with a scene of moun-
talus and woods, and music suggestions .of bird trills and calls. It shows
a camera carried to suitable location and seLup for taking pictures.

*Grasithoppérs and other insects appear and the .commentator remarks that if
all tie caterpillars apd other pests were allowed to live, the entire world soon
would. be 'covered with insecis as high* as the highest mountains. Since birds
ftetl on insects, thetwve crops and protect man from stUrvation. An effective
picture of Several chickadees sitting in a row on a log.% followed.by a close-up
of a mother chickadee feeding her .young.

To show how children can protbct and save birds, children *are pictured-44 in a shop building biril houses. This scene is followed by a display of completed
hoi!ses. Then a. father and son are shown putting up a bird house In a treein front a

The Sim flashes to nuthatches; their characterVtic movement combines a hop
and a crawl. The roof of a bird house. is raised revealing baby birds In a
corner. Other interesting scenes of various. birds In various settings follow,
inchiding hummingbirds- feeding their youtg and *woodpecker; pulling worms
from .holes in trees,. while the commentator explains their activities.

Bducationa; objectives.--;(1) Understandings: (a) Birds are useful because
they eatjnsects which. would be harmful to man'il left to feed uptut animaland 010 life. (b) Birds are interesting because- of their Intriguing habitt
and beliuty. (c) Birds can be protected, and children can help protect them.(2) Attitudés: (a) Appreciation of birds' interesting ways 'ot ; (b)
desire to protect birds.

3) Persistent Interests: (a) Tendency to read about birds; (b) interest In- .-

increasing nUmber and variety of birds In home community, in keephig. ht.;
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U.U. of the Interior, National Park Service. Plump of the national ptrksof the United States. By George M. Wright, Joseph B. Dixon, and Ben H. Thompson.Washington, U. S. Government Printing (Mee, 1983. 151p. illus. (Fauna 'series no. 1.)
Fauna of ti national parks of the Unitedllitafes. By George M. Wright,(ma lien 11..Thômpson. on, U. S. Government Printing Mice, 1985, 142 p. Miss(Fauna series no. 2.)
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 19

formed about. laws to Srotect birds, and in protecting ¡Ards by building bird
houses and other useful aids.

Adaptation.Grade 5 and above in city or country.
Treatment of ..material.Information Is adequate, but somewhat loosely ors.

ganized ; general effect Is interesting; photography is old. Scenes of the hum-
niingbird are useful because the hummingbird remaliks on the scréeu long
enough to give an idea of its' humming; sw.eeping, and'. movements
around the flowers width tarely.Can be observed at first-hand.

Situation and Ourpose.The film is useful to supplement oia enrich a. major
unit on the conservation 9f birds, or;an activiiy in the protect!on of birds. It
'suggests interesting things ii.N)bserve about birds and stimulates study of them.
The section on bird houses has suggestions tfor pupils interest in building
bird houses.

Background cksirablc. Sufficient inforniation about the bird8 shown to add
emotional stimulation and imaginative detail to viewing their activities; ability
to understand the vocabulary of the commentary; some ability tO recognize
birds of the film without commentary.

Procedures.(1) Preparation: DiscUssIon (review). of other bird films which
children have seen; use of, difficult terms in the vocabularY, .such as regurgita-
tion; experiences in the protection' or observation of birds; use of still pictures
to become familiar with .birds. In the film .before viewing ;.rèading of books and
Other material suggested under (3).

(2). Viewing: Classroom situation where discusNion, questions, or second
showing- can be iised if needed;

(3) Supplementary material: See material suggested ,fo)r. The How) and Why
of Bird Banding, Page 21:

(4) Questions for discussion: (a) Are tbe scenes such as one might find on
a field trip to observe birds? . (b) With what: facts about birds, either observed
or gathered through reading, do the scenes of the film fgree? Fall to agree?
(c) Do you recommend the .ffim for other classes? For what ones and why?

(5) Ffirther activities: .(a) Building. of bir-d sanctuaries. (b) Field triOs to
study birds. (c) Trip .to museum to itudy birds of the film. (d)*.Sketchés of
bird nests óbserved on field trips. (e) Sketch of a mother bird feeding her
young. (f) Collection of photos of birds. (g) Collection of matgazine. articles

. about bled lovers' experiences.

The How ind Why of Bird Banding, ashington, D. C., U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Division of otion Ili tures. [n. d.] 2 reels, 16 and 35 mm.
Silent. Loan or purcha

Content:---The film Is centered about the activities carried on in connection
with banding ,of birds and the- service of' the Government to science through
this means of studying migrations. Il

The picture opens with well-known birds, such as meadowlark and wren.
The titles the' mysteries of bird migration and interest the audience
in solving Semi. mysteries. Bird bandinj is carried on by the U. Ell.Biológical
Survey. On eaeh band, which is placed on a bird's, leg, are a number and
the words Notify Biological Surrey, Wa*Mngton, », C. People who. are in-
terested In birds and in learning filore about them elfin secure **ten per-
mission from the Biological Survey to bantebirtis,

Pictures follow of tbe permit, a bird band, and-4a bird bander
.

fastening a o
band ion a bird's leg. A bird bander arrange's traps in Which to catch the
birds to be banded and to keep out marauders such as cats. It is necessary
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20 CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

A

ANN4to have a different kind of trap for each type .of bird. The pictUre showsa Wire trap in which a towhee 1: tight; a downy woodpecker caught In a%tree trap, and a hairy woodpecker a tree-irank trap. In a field an auto-matic trap catches a song-sparrow; i e bird bander puts a band on. it, 'letsit go, and sets the trap again. Birds are trapped. in nesting boxes. Astring is tied to the door of a box, and a watcher several feet away closes thedoor with a Jerk of the string .after the bird Ales In. Feeding stations arepresepted as good places to catch birds to be banded because they comerepeatedly to the stations for food. The bIrds are handled with .care.The film next presents scenes in which enemies of birds' are shown which*are especially dangerous where bandhé stations are established: At a ;feed-hag station a citt snatches a bird from it bird With and eats it; a man .Sets abird trap in it garden and the eat 1$ caught. A blacksnake climbs a tree andcrawls Into a bird house; when the bander takes down the house he pullsout the snake, which has a bird in its mouth.
.A robin gets a surprise when a wire trap is set down over his nest, and amatcher catches him in a net bag. Birds are trapped through their feedinghabits.. Several scenes show the foods that different birds like best:. Bread,suet,. sunflower seed, corn, millet, buckwheat, fruit, and raisins. The besthalt of all is little birds; it is easy to entice a parent bird into a trap in whichthere are little ones.

The film digresses to present Interesting activities with Midst not necessarilyconnected with banding. A robin's temperature is taken. The thermometerappears to be pushod down its throat. A man weighs a sparrow, \putting itin a sMall box on scales.
A banded bird is recaptured d the bander fills out a blank and sends Itto the Government. At the Governnient office the bird's record Is placed withother records on cards and classified. Anyone who Ands a banded or Injuredbird should report tbe number to the Biological Survey and the place wherethe bird was fount
IncIdents are mentioned in the titles and illustrated by a moving line ofmigration .on a map. The line traces the probable route of a catbird trappedand banded In New York and later found in Honduras; and &Owe that thearctic tern makes the longest migration. Routes of bird migration along thecoasts of North and Efouth America, Europe., and Africa are sbowi on the map.This information about bird migration, which enables people to protect theuseful 'birds, wu made possible through tbe Government's bird-banding plan.Edurationai objeetiveir.--(1) Understandings; (a) Bird banding enables thenoveinment and others to know ihere birds go for the winter and .(b) aidsin the protection of useful birds. (a) Anyone can -help the GoWrnment's,bird-banding service by mailing to the Biological BuArey. The numbers fouridon dead or Injured bafided bird& (4) Cats, snakes, and squirrels are enemiesof birds and are especially troublesome at bird-banding stations. (e) Thereare definite routes .of bird migration alotig the coasts of North and SouthAmerica. Europe, and Africa:
(2) Attitudes: (a) Desire*/ to protect birds in ,any way possible. (b) De-sire to aid the Government lu bird-banding activities by returning Wiwi's foundon dead. or .Inti$ared birds.

. (;) POralstint, interest: InOination to observe birds, to note tieir baits,.the danters that them, to read about Mein, and to Hate' to. their CallaAdaptation.--Orade 6. aild aboiye in city or .country.
freshmen! *of Sequate, but Moiety organised;continuity is broken, altbough some secUmA run .be. followed without great
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 21
difficulty; facts apparently are accurate;\General effeCt is pleasing and
nteresting.
Situtkm. and- purpose.An informational Alm useful in supplementing orenriching a major unit on the conservation of birds, or a small study on birdhanding. The film answem questions. 'about the reitsons for bird banding,

, ways of banding different birds, and the results; tells where some birds gor in autúmn, or cotiie from in Spring.
Background desirgble.---.-Children. should be familiar with outline "maps ofNorth and South America,- Europe, and Africa; Mould know *here to locatetheir own home on the map CA North America and with respect *to migrationroutes of local birds; should have a *desire or need for the infOrmation pre-sented by the' illm. . In her prellininary. review. of the film, the teacher sbomldmaké note of . the probable vocabtilary difficulties of the titles for her pupils.
Procedures.---(1) Preparation.: Review discussion of other 14rd Alms which

the children liave seep; use\rbulary. of titles in natural situation; experi-
ence with birds or study. of in, especially those which appear in the film ;ability to recognize .birds of film which are not nanwd in titles; use of stillpicturis *of birds in film to supplement sdenes where close-ups are not given;
bird books, phonograph records of bird calls, and other material of bird
study.

(2) Viewing: Best for classroom situations In which a second showing catt
follow Immediately of icenes in which etmtinuity has not been clear to class.

(8) Supplementary materials: (a) U. S. Department of Agriculture Fann-ers' Bulletins: Food of Some. Well-known. Birds of Forest, Farm and Garden x-12
some common Birds useful to the Fanner;" Homes for Birde Write, forother bulletins about birds. (b) National *Association of Audubcin Sodeties..Write for list a bird leaflets with colored plates. Order by name grit birddesired. .(e) Iiicture books and identification manuals such as: Birds;" *The
ABC of Attracting Birds;," atilt Traveling With Birds." (d) SlIdet, filmstrips,
and stereographs. (For list of dealers, see revised U. S. Department of the In-
terior, Office of lOucation Pamphlet No. 80).

(4) Questiims for discussion: (a) What are the birds' worst enemies inthe home community? (b) Where do birds. Qf the home community migrate
in winter? (c) What birds from other sections come to the local community tospend tbe winter? (d) What are the habits of local birds with respect to
migration?

(5) Further activities.: (a) Building feeding *stations or sheltérs for winter
birds. (b) Field trips to study And identify birds. (0) Trips to museums.
(d) Construe.tion of map .to show where the birds of a coin:mutt* go for the
winter. .

ABU. & Deportment of Agriculture. Food of some well-known birds if forest,. farm..and garden. Washington, U. R. Government Panting Mike, 1929. 34 p. Illus. (Farwell?bulletin no. 506.)
II Some common birds .useful to tbe farmer. Wuhington, U. M. GovernmentPrinting °Mee, 1926. 29 p. illus. (Farmers' bulletin no. 630.)

. Homes for birds. Washington. U. 8. Government Printing Mee, 1630. . 21 p.(Farmers° bulletin no. 1454..)
Julius. Birds. . cleveland, MO, The .11arter Publisbini 1i134: .3 Tr:slletereen, 'Alvin M. ...The ABC of itttaeting

. birds, New York, N. Y., Tbe Bruceiambi to, 1987. 1441 p.... .11ins .newton, Rudyard. Traveling with birds. Chicago, IlL, M. A. Donohue a Coi, 1913.04
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Contest.---The picture opens with scenes of high mountaintops, Irests, mead-
ows, and woods thropgh which elk -sire. seen moting, par6y hitl(feti by foliage,
and continues with scenes of higher mountains, a lake, snow, .and herds of elk on
the snow. Several close-ups of Individual elk are shoift.

Before the white man came, elk grazed over the entire continent Several
beautiful scenes show three Indian horsemen chasing a herd of elk. When
the white man came he cultivated the griming lands .a9 .the etk were exter-
minated in most of the States. But now the elk have found refuge In national
park&

irkb,autiful pikureg follow of elk at a river In the woods, deep in the snow.
In tlie summer herds are scattered over highlands. In seclnded spots speékled
young elk appear. The mothers and their yolng feed in small herds In moun,
tain meadows during the summer. The males remain. higher on the mountains,
where they shed their *antlers ; pictures are shown of them, some with growing.
antlers.

jn the winter when the males are forced into the lOwlands !or fo9(1 4be
herds are brought togethér again .and wander through the lowlands in 'search
of food, but find that civilisation has left little for elk. 8(i they are fed. in
Government refuges, such at Jackson Hole,. Wyo. The elk -is a timid animal,
but hunger Makes it brave, and in the picture some of the elk follow closely
Hie wagon from which hay is scattered. In severe winters aids from the
Government are inadequate to preserve all tbe elk and some die. The picturg
.closes with beautiful scenes of elk.

Educational objeetives.--(1) Understandings: (a) Herds of -elk once roamed
the ,entire country. (b) With the exception of a few herds In /the national
parks, the elk have disappeared. (c) More food is neeiled to Oreserye -the herds
that remain.

(2) Attitudes: (a) Desire to have the elk protected. (b) Appreciation of
-the beauty which elk add to the oflildlife a park.

(3) Persistent interest : Tendency to read about elk.
AdaptatiomGrade 5 and above,- city and pountry, especially children. who

have opportunity to observe elk in park or zoo.
Treatment of .material.---Photography is good technically; scenes are beau,

Ilful and well selected.
Situation and purpose.--Useful for supplementary Information for studies'

of national parks or wild animals..
Background desirable.-7-4'hildren should understand that America had abun7

dant natural resources in °early days; should hie able to follow continuity.
Proeeds;rei.---(1) Preparation; Discussion of elk see.0 in lurk or zoo;. dIs

cussion of the decrea.se wild animal life in general.
(2). Viewing: Classroom or auditoriutp.
(3) 8upplementark materials: Still pictures of elk.
(4) Questions for ,discussion: (a) .To whom do :the elk belong?. (b) HOW

should thi. Nation save its elk? (e) Of what reereational- value are the .elk?
(CI) Further .activitles: (a) Excursidns to, parks or elk refuges (opporea*

ties limited.). (N. Preparing. posters for public Owes, .4!lencourashig meta:
.who expect to travel to .parks to- nee elk. (e) A *cation for '. conservation
gerapbook with reasons *Ay the 4 sh be *cowierved.

22 CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEmENTARy SCHOOLS

Why Save thirElk. Washington, D. C., U.-S. Department of Agricufturt:,
logical Survey. 1034. 1 reel, 16 and 35 mm. Silent. Nominal service fee
and trqnsportatIon cost.
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Michigan Beaver.----New York, N. Y., Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. 1 reel, 16
Sound. Rental or purchase.. No teacher', guide.

Content. Emphasis is on the work of the beaver and ways of preventing
it from doing harm. Beavers are located easily by beaver houses in ponds.
These houses, or lodges, are built with the top above the surface of the water
and a large. portion below. A picture of a beaver house covered with snow
appears on the screen. No +disturbers can find access to its entrance because
the beaver enters from under water through a tunnel which is sometimes half
a mile long.

The beaver goes to work at dusk and works all night. Sometimes the trees
it cuts become-lodged among the 'frees. close by and the beaver Is unable to cut
them into: smaller logs, which It can handle evilly. Usually the beaver cuts a
supply of logs before moving them to the dain and sometimes makes canals in
which the water helps to move them along. .

There are a number of beavers in this film, both 61d and young. Beaver kits
are attractive, chubby animals with fluffy fur. ¡Even the kits are woodcutters
and work on tender wood and small trees.. The beaver likes to be clean and
although much of its life is spent in the water, tikes time tO wash Itself.

The film shows how a cameraman takes pictures of a beaver. working. He
first sets up a blind of branches for his camera with a clear view of the dam
where the beaver is expected to Work.. Then he makes a break in the dam to
lure the beaver, which keeps a close lookout for holes that might let the. water
through and wash out the rest of thé dam. The cameraman does not have to
wait long for the beaver to diseoyer the break. Attractive scenes are shown
of the beaver swimming toward the break, beginning at once to repair it, and
milting many trips* carrying sticks. When the beaver places a stick and goes
away for another the cameraman moves his .camera closer and close-ups can be
taken because the beaver is so concerned. about tbe break in the dam .it fails
to notice the camera. Wood is not Oise only material the beaver uses; when
it has placed a few sticks where it Minks they belong, it banks mud up against
them.

Somtimts a beaver dam 'muses flood or damages crops or trees. . When this
Is the ease men trap the beaver and move It to some stream where the dam
will not be destructive Tie picture shows. a beaver caught in a trap. It is
not- afraid. A monisets a strap around the beaVer's 'tail and lifts it to a cage.
When the beavers are removed the dam is blown up with a great splash. A new
colony is started on another stream wftli the beavers that were trapped at
the old dam. The men carry the cages t9 the water's edge and release the
beavers.

Educational objective-AL-41). Understandings: (a) -Beavers' dams sinnetimes
cause water to spread and destroy crops. (6) Stitt floods are desirable to
hold water, but are nuisances if crops are destroyed. (c) Beivers can be
trapped and moved to land where their- dams are neeftil In retard'ini the runsoft
from headwaters of streams, and do no 'damage to crops.

(2) .Attitudes: The film should increase tbe chIldren's appreciation of beavers
eu htiereating wild mama's* and as possible means of retarding run-off of water
and helping to Pretreat floods. . .

(3) Persistent Interest: Thi Ent shotlid lead .to intert* In beavers*, The
children can watch for articles in. magazines,. study beavers as a source a
valuable fur, and learn more About Moir hales.

Adattatiott.--Orades 4 to 8.
TrimtiNeNt of moteriaLaefittral.hd'ormation adequate, Interestingly organ-

s** facts are aceurati; conapiOtion value Is hot apparent in the film, but'
. ,.f,-1:44
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CONSERVATION FILMS 1N ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

can be enhanced by the teacher; vocabulary Is simple; photography is clear
.and attractive. The continuity is good ; the scenes move rather swiftly in
places. The material is interesting.

Sneak)* and perpose.--Children usually are Interested in wild animals and
this film shows activities of beavers which children are not likely to see other-
wise. It can be used to give additional factual material, .or to answer ques-
tions about tbe beaver or ways of retaining floodwaters in the upper parts

o çfwatrtbed&
Backgrotned glearable.--The children need enough observation of small

streams to understand that a beaver dam can flood land and destroy crow
an undesirable circumstanceand retard run-off, whicfi Is desirable.

Prom ares.--(1) Preparation: Discussion of activity or other use to be made
of the film.

(2) Viewing: Classroop or auditorium situation; second showing or Line-
diate discussion is not necessary, especially with advanced pupils.

(3) Supplementary materials: Salo and the Beaver People la and Flat Tail."
(4) Questions for discussion : (a) Do beavers do more harm than good?

b) What atie the reasons for conserving them? (c) Should wild beavers
-be trapped for. fur? To what extent?

(5) Further activities; (a) Excursion to see a beaver dam. b) Collection
of pictures about beavers, (c) Original stories about beaver kittens.: (d)
Posters about the value of beavers and reasons for protecting them.

Seas,

CIF

Unburned Woodlands.Washington, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Division of Motion Pictures. 1961. 1 reel, 16 and 35 mm. Silent. Trans-
portation charges or purchase.

Content-N-1U the'me of the film is that unburned woodlands afford lumber,
pleasure, and beauty. The story begins with pictures of burned woodlands that
benefit no one because tire destroys the forest, the forest litter, and the. seed
that It contains. With forest litter burned, water runs 'oit fast, causing floods
in lower valleys. ,Pictures of floods are shown and refated to absence of woods,
and litter.

In contrast to the burned woodlands and the damage done by fire, a number
gems show uhburned woodhinds and the types of work and enjoyment they

provide. Men are sbown cutting trees from a wood that has never been 6urned.
Tbe logs have no sears in them.

The scene changes again tti the burned woodland, showing that fire destroys
Ash food and kills fish and game. A picture of a quail sitting on eggs la sbown.
She leaves the nest, and tbe Are burns nest, grass, and shrubs around it. These
scenes' are especially clear' and the Picture moves slowly enough for the children
to understand.

A burned woodland Is no place for recreation. A car drives slowly- through
a section of burned. woodland, Its occupants apparently looking ''or a place
to stop for luncheon. There Is no place. to eat. The car vaults into an unburned
woodland, along& roadlined with attractive trees and plant*. At a con*e.illent.

: enirance the.car Vi parked and young people prepare a campfire by a Amami.
More *litres of woods are *shown with titles to MO effect tbit it. Are is kept

tiiit of forest*, *lure will restock them after cutting. .
NORM

18 Ore,. OWL IliJo and V* beaver people. Nraw York, At

*Gail, A. end Crew. F. H. New 'lei*, N. T. Oxford University Press, 1935. lair pMao.
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY_ SCHOOLS

Educational objectives. ( 1-j Understandings : (a ) Fire destroys lumber, forest
litter, the seed that litter contains, plants and wild animals. (b) Burned forests
seldom can be replaced by nature,. . (c) If fire Is kept out of forests, nature
will restock them. (d) Unburned woodlands afford beauty, shade, and cool
water for picnickers. (e) Picnic fires can cause damage if not carefully
extinguisbed.'

(2) Attitudes: (a) Habit of being careful to extinguish campfires. (bi
Greater appreciation a woodlands.

(3) Interest : (a ) Desire to learn how to build and extinguish 'picnic fires,
to read about conservation of forests, and to learn more about trees.

Adaptation.---Grades 5 to 8, espeOally in communities where children have
opportunity to use woodlailds for picnics or hikes.

Tmtment of material.Information Is well organized; continuity Is clear ;
facts are accurate general effect of photography is attractive ; titles are interest-
ing and understandable.

Situation and purpote.Useful to enrich olp supplement a .unit on the uses and
conservation of forests or on the conservation of wildlife. Not a summarizing
film. I me skill is shown with respect to extinguishing a forest fire.

Ra ground deairable.AbIlit7 to foHow contibuity is especially desirable
there is no story to add to the unity of the scenes presented.

Procedure.---(1) Preparation : ia) The best preparation for the film is a
large amount of work already completed on a forest, soil, or wlldlife unit, in
which the children have learned what forest litter is and how it protects tbe
soil ; for what things forests are especially viluable; and bow forests or wood-
lands protect wild animal and plod life. (b) Use of still Pictures, especially
with children who have had little 6r no experience with woods and wildlife.

(2) Viewing : Best for classrom situations where a second showing can follow
In which the teacher calls' attention to facts needed by the class ; shows 'again
parts about which the pupils have questions ; supplements them with still
pictures; or refers Use children to books for more information.

(3) -Supplementary materials: (a) Slides showing the, national park serv-0
ices; " film strips such as, Forest Conservatkns, National Forest Playgrounds,
and Work of the Forest & vice..; slides with accompanying syllabus, such as
Protective Influences of the Poresst,oDepletion of Foiest Resources, Waste *
the Use .of Wood, and Wise U86 and Protection PO Forest Resources;" (b)
bullethis, such as What Forests Give and Taming Our-Foreste;" lc) and non-
governmental miterials, such as The Forestry Printer" and The Story of
Americas Conservatioles

Wool, From Moses to Sac---Wamhingtok D. C.. U. 8. DeOartment of the In-
terior, Division of Motion Plcfures, for Farm Credit Administration, 1986.
3 reels, 16 and 36 mm. Sound. Loan or purchase.

Contesd.--The story of wool production begins with views of flocks of sheep
on western ranches. The film is designed to portray the benefits to growers,

116 U. R. Department ot the Interior, National Park Service. Washington, D. C.
n U. & Department of Agricalture,,Forest Service. Washington, D. C.

. 111-- Sitelkidon Service. Washington, D. C.
Forest Berke& What Welds sire. By Martin It. Aruere. Washinstodf U. 3.

Gloyerament Printing Ofiloa, Si& TO
«i-16-081.-m--, Taming otat forests. By Martha a :Brame. Washington, U. S. Govern-

Iota Printing Once, 1938, 87
"Pack, Charles L. The forestry.primer. Washington, D. C. American Tree Association,sat aft pi_ met

Ovio... -American conii'erratioa item* and Is ADO. ,Waabington, D.
Ampoelatialit 1.4 1,44,,* Must *
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26 CONSERVATWN FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
a

consumers, and mafiufaCturers derived fr9m cooperative organizations of wool
producers, but has conservation implications and information useful as
background study for soil conservation.

Pictures thousands of sheep feeding on western hills (grasslands west of the
one hundredth meridian are good pasture lands for sheep) followed by close-ups
of Individual sheep, groups of sheep, and pictures of ewes and lambs.

Modern ways of shearing sheep are pictured. Usually machines and elec-
.

tricky are used, but now and then sheep are sheared by hand. In this way aslightly thicker coat of wool can be left on the sheep, enabling it to adjust moreeasily to sudden changes of temperature and weather. Pictures of the shearing
are unusually attractive. The sheep appear not to be troubled by the -promo!.The shearer is careful not to break the fleece because broken fleeces are -difficultto tie into bundles for shipment. Many of tbe shearing plants are portable;instead of taking the sheep to be sheared, men take the Shearing plant to the/

-sheep.
&ems in the film show that packing of wool is important Fleeces are laidon a flat surface, folded into a neat bundle, and tied with paper string, not twine,The bundles are then packed in a huge bag and trampled. The seam of the baghas been sewed outside so that it can be ripped apart in the factory. Frequelitlyowners meet and bag their wool together. The bags are always marked .01th

The owner's brand and some brands on wool .are as well known in the marketeassheep brands are on the ranches.
The picture next shows markets_ for wool, of which Boston Is tbe largest, andscenes of the loading of wool on trains and ships. The service of the producers'eooperalve is to take charge of shipment for the growers.- Every bag that issent to market is weighed and marked. Accuracy is important. SteamshibsCarry the prod' iletz from the West Coast throutgh the Panama Canal to tbe EastCoast of the United States, ana pictures of large ships are shown. A map of theUnited States indicates the location of the smaller wool produCers scatferid inTariousaparts of the country, as compared with the centralised location of thelarger ones in the West.
Edsoationaj objectivea.---(1) Understandings : (a) Sheep require little foe&ex.cept grass and water. (b) On the western ranges tire thousands of shiepwhich require many acres of grassland. (e) In New England a large amount 'ofwool is manufactured. (d) Other wool-manufacturing regions are in the MiddleWest and in the Northwest, with a few smaller factories scattered over the restof the country. (e) Western ranges supply most of the wool for the Nation'sfactories.
(2) Attitudes : The picture should help to develop appreciation of the Western

e'

Plains when used for enterprises adapted to a region with grass, and but littlee rainfall.
(3) Persistent intetesis : Tindency to read and think about probleins" of sheepraising, improvement of breeds, adapting Industries to the natural characteristicsof a region, and the value of coopgratives to consumers, producers, and'manufacturers.

IP

Adaptation.Grade 4 and above tjì connection with appropriate units. .Treatment of nsateriaieft7ahe material is well organised, the coiltinulty la easr
. to follow, the pictUres are clear and. artistically pbobigraphed, and the coin-mentaty Wide are well .synchronized with the 'muss: The commentary. IIgrades 7 and but the pictures carry the story' sufficiently well .foruse by lower: grades.

.t*

Situation, and purpose.---This film airordp aAnckground. 'for helping.,cbildre4'understand the .of tlieNestern.
. It best .wied. M
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 27

ment to a unit, to midi children's experiences for understanding the problem.
It portrays one aspect of the problem of conservation of Western Plains. It is a
stimujating picture and might be used to initiate a study of the grasslands. It
can be nsea also in connectioq with units of study of various kinds of farming,
conservation of ¡oil in grasslands, uses of soil, raising of sheep, and production
of wool.

Background desirabie.Ability to follow continuity and understand relation-
ships of important facts. Difficult words in the commentiry are fairly well
explained by the pictures.

procedure/1.M Preparation : Questions regarding conservation of grasslands
Ql are helpful. Through map study In connection with the'major unit, the children

will be prered to understand where sheep are raised and where the wool is
minufactured. 'r

(2) Viewing: Either classroom or audftorium situation. Needs more than one
showing to help the clan to answer questions which have been raised in
discussion.

AS) Questions for discussion : (a) Why Is it necessary to take precautions
algal& destrpctioi of grass on whichfileep graze? (b) How do sheep endanger
Boil? (o) '91 does the picture sho* such large Socks of sheep in the West and
smaller ft *- u the Midwestern and Eastern States? (4) How do sheep get
water in a region where there is little rainfall?

(4) Farther 'activities : (a) If the children are developing a unit on soil
erosion and conservation, they can include the problem of tbt western grass-
lands, discuss the raising of sheep as a possible means of restoring the land to
grass, and the dangers to soft which accompany sheep raising. (b) In lower
grades, children will enjoy malting things out of wool. Perhaps from a producer
they can secure a small piece of raw wool, wash and bleach it, card it, and spin
and weave a piece of cloth& maps of sheep production and wool
manufacture are useful.

Preparing for a Garden, Part 1.-4owa City, University of Iowa, 1»partment of
Visual Instruction. Dairy &boot Z. i rdel, 18 ma. Safety.
Sound. Loan or purchase.

Content.---The basic plan of the film is to demonstrate the techniques and
procedures in gardening.

The film opens with a discussion of the. steps in maktng a garden in the class-
room. Next a father and children are shown it work in a garden, the teacher
comes to visit them, and tbey talk about .gardening. Part of the trash taken
from the plot is to be burned. The commentator states that tbe reason for burn-
ing material that cannot soon decay is to destroy insects. and their eggs. For
example, the harmful mealy bug passes the winter among old 'roots. Other
harmful insects are found In dead bark, Including aphid, a common garden pest.
All vigetation which will decay should be saved.

Children gather leaves for a compost pile, add manure to furnish heat for rot-
ting, cover the pile with a blanket of earth to bold the heat, and sprinkle with
water to promote fermentation. .

Manure should be put 14to the ground in the fall or early In the spring to
give it a chance to decay. If placed In soil too nee& the gmwtng season, it
beepmes hot around the Toots of the new Wilts and burns Om Commercial
fertiliser la. also used. The pitture shows father and son walking throfigh a
garden with a cover crop and the commentator remarks that a cover crop plowedUV is it gerplizer anyone eanV grow
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28 CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Educational objectirel.(1) Understandings : (0) No material removed from
ti garden should be burned unless It will not decay. (b) Burning undecayable
materials kills certain insect pests and their eggs. (c) Decayable material
such as leaves can be heaped on a compost pile and their decay hastened by Abt
application of manure, dirt, and water. (d) P*rtillair placed in the ground in
the fall or early spring does not Injure young plants.

(2) Attitudes: (a) Successful gardening requires skill and knowledge. (b)
Gardening is pleasant and profitable.

(3) Persistint Interest: (a) °Reading about gardening. (b) Engaging in
gardening activities.

Adaptation.-41rade 4 and above, Where children have opportunity to work In
n garden.

Treatment of ma4eria1.Information is well organised: continuity Is clear;
skills are correctly demonstrated ; facts are accurate. Garments are old-
fashiOned. Pbotography is not recent and, therefore, Is less attractive with re-
spect to perspective, lighting, steadiness, and balance than are more recent Alms.
The ideas are useful. Good until newer garden films are produce&

Situation and poirposse.The .film is designed. to teach gardening. Unless chil-
dren are interested in making gardens they will have no use for the Alm. It can
be used to give information for units on gardening or soil, but It Is not designed
to help pupils review Information on several topic&

Background deairabie.--In order to use the film with most profit, children
'should be prepared for tbe vocabulary of the commentator ; should kn9w enough
about gardening to note Important points in the film and to discuss and apply
the information.

Procedsres.(1) Preparation : Some experience in planting a garden and In
doing the things presented in the film form a background for viewing It with
understanding. Excursions to gardens to observe compost piles and soil prepara-
tion, and neighbors at work silt helpful suppleme6tary activities.

(2) Viewing: The film Is best used In a classroom situation wbeye4pe:ond
showing can follow if necessary In which the teacher scan stop the machine to
answer questions or point out informatibn or skills needed by ber clam Should
be shown u often u necessary for children to use the facts presented.

(3) Happlementary materials : (a ) When Mother' Lets U. Garden." (b)
Gardening." (c) Harper's Book for Young Gardeners"

(4) Questions for discussion: (a) Why is fertilisation necespotry for gardens?
(b) Bow can washing of soil be prevented *In gardens? (e) What other types
of conservation can be applied to_fardening?

(5) Ihirtber activities: (o) Eiebool .or home gardening. (b) Original storie
and articles for school newspaper. (e) Window gardens. (d) Plait exchange.

(e) Compost pile for school or home gardens.
./

Preparbse for a Garden, Part City, University of Iowa, Department of
Visual Instruction. Deirri School Film. I reek 10 mm. Sleety. Silent.

. 1927. Loan.

ContentThe tbeme of tbe *tire is the preparation and iae of hotbeds
and colaraineL

se Dumas, Frames. Mien mobs: lets us garde& YOrk, N. IL slat; Tied, 190...111 p,
10 Stout, .Arlow B. r:At 'Loft Iroalgots-oaSadsos, IC T., World Book Co., left

454 P e'; Venal. Migailes,11.. illarpses book tar young
e .

enema Mow Iffeli, N. T., Ilaiper Itsysio,
-1914 ISO PP
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The
one

first scene shows an experiment In which water is poured into glasses,
containing packed soil and the other containing loose son, showing that

water sinks more rapidly into loose soil than into packed 'son.
At a school a lesson on spading a garden is given and following this, the film

shows a boy and his father putting the lesson Into practice at home. The
father shows how to start the spade cornerwise into the ground and bow to
dig against the open trench, thus keeping the trencb always- open and lifting
only iinspaded soil. The film then shows bow less skillful spading% results in
lifting the same soil more than once; how to throw tbe earth on the edge of the
trench to break lumps ; and the process of subsoiling.

Preparation for and construction of hotbeds I. sborm, as well u making a
eoidframe. The purpose of tbe coldframe is chief!" io Nudes ante° but there
are other ways to protect plants from tbe cold, and the film shows bow boxes
are placed above plants for this purpose.

Educational objectfres.--:(1) Understandings: (a ) The purpose of a hotbed
Is.sio provide a warm place to give plants a start *when tbe weather Is still too
cool for growth. (b) The purpose of the (I tawsivu! Is to harden plants *Veil
have been Atarted in a hotted before setting them out in the gaMen. (e) It Is
possible to save time and effort in prdening by improving one's way of spading,
breaking up clods, loosening subsoil, etc..

(2) Attitudes : Appreciation of the care and skill required in Mean%
(3) Persistent Interests: Tendency to observe gardens elsewhere to gain ideas

for one's own garden ; to read about gardening and garden plants, and to care
for the plants one starts.

Adaptotion.--Grade 4 and above, city and country, for children who have Opor-
tunity to work In a garden either at bane or Irr school.

Treatment of materka.--Garments worn -by charicters là pictures are old-
fashioned. The photography is old and, therefore, less effective with respect to
perspective, use or light and dark, and placement of camera than more recent
films. The Ideas are useful, however, and tilt, film ¡Interesting, and when needed
for tbe facts can be used until something better appears on the market.

Situation and pwrpose.--A. film for the teaching of skills, useful in implement-
log a unit or activity on gardening. The best initiation for the Min- Is gardening
experlepce, whici causes the children to feel tbe need of the facts and skills
shown in tbe film.

Background destrable.--ikeit section is valuable In itself, but some experience
with gardens Is necessary for appreciation of tbe film and understandifig of tbe
pupae of the activities presented.

Proadirea.(1) Prepare** Discussion et the- children's experiences in
gardening ; formulating ot problems expected to be solved by the ilm ; discus-
don of tenns In titles which children may not understand.

(2) Viewing: Classroom situation' is necessary wire the film can, be discussed
Immediately after list sbowinii then shown Ulan and stowed at points about
which children have had questions...

(3) !Supplementary materials: See 'preparing for Goriest Pori I, page XL
(4) Questiqns for diminution : (a) :Why I. the method of spading which is

shown ID the film bettek than Just igiadoing? (b) 'How does a prden profit by
hotbeds cold frames", (o) To what extent does this depend on the individuaL
needs of tbe gardener? \\

(5). Further activitlea:* Chikken can plan and develop a wild-Amer gaiden
fi'm their, 116001 ground, or flower and *getable prdens In school or at home;
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Muddy NV tereteWashi Eaton; D. C., U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division
of Motion Picture& 193T. 1 reel, 16 mm. Sound. Loan or purchase. No
teacher's guide.

Cottent.--A story. of land erosion In the f.4outhwest with suggestions for
remedial measures.

In the Southwest the white man found game and plenty of grass. Therewere fe* rivers when he came; on tbelr banks were Indian pueblos; and inthe rivers were rock or brush dams to hold the water. the Indians had
employed irrigation, using water from snow-fed mountain streams. The white
man also irrigated, but instead of brush dams built concrete reservoirs to hold
the water to irrigate great regions of valley land, and raised vegetables, grain,and fruit. For the grasslands on the glom be brought herds of stock and
prOduced beef, mutton, and wool.

He broke the soil; cut the forests; and upset niture's balance. With thesoil uncovered there was no protection agaInst wind; against floods in springwhen water came down the mountains. Muddler and muddler ran tbe riversin tbe spring; drier and drier became the channels in the summer. Gullies
formed; reservoirs filled with alit ; mud replaced water. The water dried and
was lifted by the winds.

The restoration of Ms land requim 'tree& which retain the water in the
mountains; gran on slopes to bold the soil and alow up the water as It comesdown the mountains hi the spring. Grass is valuable. It feed cattle and
sheep and these can be raised Instead of crops which deplete the soli.

EduoationaS objectivest-4(1) Understaudinp: (s) Ill the beginning this
country had a wealth of forests, pals, vminerals, and rich soil (b) People
used these Ignorantly and wastefully. (o) The Government is now helping
people to undo some of the harm caused an protect t e resources w
are left. (4) A new balance must be found to replace that which has been
disturbs&

(2) Attitzdes: (a) Respect for soil. 4r(b) toi protecesoll. (o) Ap
predation of the significance of the natural balance and- the danger of Its being
disturbed through modern civilization.

(3) Persistent Interests: Inclination to observe or read about 'conditions
_of soil, measures of conservation, and balance a nature.

At tri dior 6 to 8.
?Wilhelm** of tasteriaInformation Is. well crystal continuity is clear;and tubs are accurape. 'General effect of photography Is attractive.

Oommentary Is plowing. .

Situation and useful where facts 'are needed to answer quo*,lions; good to supplement mitt on tbe saving of eons Irrigation, or tanning.
Background desirable.--Ability to ofollot continuity ; experience with the

.vocabulary of the commentator; previous objervations of the power of running
water to. carry -silt; observation of vegetables growing, farming, and familiaritywith trees or tomb, grasslands,* and fields, so that scenes briefly shown in.the picture can be Imagined In detail.

Procedunts.---(1) Preparation: Review of similar Mina which the chtliken
have seen ;- study, actMty, or reading In which vocabulary of the climmentator
Is used:. use of still *tares with children who aave bad no experience with
farmingv.forests, and graIaids inch as those Acme in' tbe

(2) Viewing: Best foi. classroom sit= ri wbeyo....pec(ind abowing.can Mowin which teacher calls attention to'liets I I by tike4 elan or the. children
look for material to. intwer:otrations irevionsly. raised. Some-tescbers wlLrist to turn oil oosorOan, tAstkpint
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(3) Supplementary materials: (a) Pictures of the Southwest in geographies
and children's encyclopedia& (b) History of the Southwest In the siory of
the westward movement. (c) Units on farming with materials such as Owr

e Fanners and Conservation In Building Ames** Berica;* What la Soil Eroslot?
and Soli Conaervation Districts for Erosion Control;" and Save the Soil.°

(4) Questions for discussion : (a) Why dld the Indians not upset the
natural balance when they Irrigated the land and raised crops? (b) Could
the balance be maintained If the land were reserved for flocks and herds? (e)
Brow ean the use of the land be regulated so that a new balance can be
achieved? (d) What can be done to offset the inclination of farmers to
produce more open crops than is good fór tbe land?

(5) Further activities: (a) Posters, friezes, and miniature scenes made in
further development of the unit. (b) Original stories, songs, or danCes
suggested by the there of the film or by scenes in it

The Water CycleRochester, N. Y., Eastman Teaching Flints, Inc. 1038,
lo mm. Silent. Loanor portion. Teacher's guide. _

Conteist.--Thi water cycle consists of stages In movement of water: (1)
Evaporation trim ocean,' rivers, lakes, and all otber surfaces; (2)- ng and
subsequent condensation of water in clouds; (3) precipitation In rain now,
or sleet; and (4) run-off and collection of water again in n, pont and
rivers.

The Alm la shown In units: Clouds, rain, snow, and ice; ground water ; sur-
face water. (Transpiration, or tbe proms by whieh plants give moisture into,
the air, is not- Included.) Rising of water in clouds of vapor ls pictured more
effctively than can be shown through experiment& Clouds of various kinds
accumulate: Cumufus, cirrus, mackerel sky,. and nimbus, or storm clouds.:
Nimbus clouds result In rain. Rain la shown ln the forest, and In a city street.
Sleet, snowfall, and giaders are pictured; people are seen wading In snow and
wowing anciwshoes. Underground water hu an linportant part In the story ;
it feeds springs, supplies wells, and affords moisture for plants. Surface water
flows along In rivers, appears at the end of melting glacier% And spreads out
in lower river valleys in floods. Evaporation takes place all along the way,

lidwastiolsai objectivac(1) Understandings: (a) Water Is not destroyed, but
pases through a- cycle him rain to earth and from earth to air au, back again
continuously. (b) Water passes into clouds from all exposed sprfaces. (c)
Mien die air cools, clouds lose their moisture, which falls as rain.--

.(2) Attitudes: (a) Recognition of the value to bumaniti of mirface and
underground water and the Importance of the continuous movement of the
water cycle. (b.) Respect biz' the organisation of Ur universe. (0) Ooncern
foi the proper use of water.

(3) Persistent interest: Taidency to observe clouds and tbeir formation,. to
note amount of rainfall and rungott, to observe understandingly the rise or fall
of water in wells, creeks, rivers; and ponds, And to 'read add talk about the'
also and conservation of water. (

a Society tor . Curriculum Study; Inc. Building America aeries. Our farmers. VOL- 11,
Do. 2, Nov. MT.' ,

Oinservation. yoll 2, no: T. Awn mot
. v. a Department of Agrtodpire, What moll emotes'. Washington, U. S. Govern.
Allot Printing Oases MIL (Pictorial pamphlet-) .

4-6,---011e11- conservation diebieb bib erosion contra Washinptow U. & Government
Moth* Moe, IINT. 1 p. (Pictorial pamphlet)

Nave oll* _Cornell ludvositi New York state ot agdegitur*,loot. (corals ;I* sobpot mew id. Ine 114 Much len)
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Adaptation.Grade 5 mitabtive in city or country.
Treatment of material.The organization is effective, continuity is clear, and

sufficient scenes are used to make the film understandable. Difficult words in
commentary are made understancitible by the pictures.

Situation and purpose.---This film Is best used to supplement or aid in devel-
- opifig large units, such as the conservation of watei; the conservation of soli,

causes and control of 'floods, protection of trees and forests, and conservation
of.grasslands ; and is most appropriate after a rain in which attention has been
called to clouds, amount of precipitation, run-off in rills and brooks, and* the-
rise of brooks and ground water. It*can also be used incidertally whenever
specific inforvisttion about the water cycle Is needed.

Background desirable.Children will benefit most from this film if they are
able to 'understand The' continuity. Éach scene, however, is valuable In itself .
to pupils who have had approbriaté experiences.

Proced1fle8.(1) Preparation : If the film is shown to answer questions about
the source of rain or thi destination of rapidly running water, little preparation
for viewing is necessary other than suggesting that the children look for
answers to their questions. Experience in observing various kinds of clouds
and various types of water storage, 'such as ponds, rivers, pr the ocean, is
necessary to understand the first part of the Alm. Observing a well and pump-
ing water from it is helpful in understanding the film's presentation of ground
water.

(2) Viewing: The first showing can be either In an auditorium or a class-
room sifuation. Discussion should follow the showing, preferably in the chil-
dren's classroom. Second showings ma be necessary and should be in the
classrmma. .

(3) Supplementary. materials: Study of still pictures of cloúds in twonn;ctioti
with the unit affords a background for the film( 7

(4) Questions for discussion:. (a) How is the *rater cycle related to the
production of crops? -(b) What has the 'waiter cycle to do .wIth floods'? (c)
HOW do forests affect ,the water cycle or the distribution of water? (d) How
do grasslands affect the water cycle? (e) Has the distributIbb of wate7 any
relatión to conservation of soil? (f) .Can mane control the distribution of
wattk?

(5) Furthei activities: (a) If the ctilldren have teen working on a unit'
onithe conservation of soil, the film may suggest to them the making of sa film
about the water cycle in their own community. Their . film cin luau& a
shower they *have experienCed,. pictures. of the various =water surfaces lo
evaporation in their community, and pictures of springs *or wells as evidences
of Underground. witbrà (b). Children who aie planting or caring for gardens
can exPlain the water cide lU terms of their own attempts to conserve water
for their garden.

The River.-kWashIngton, D. C., U.S. Department of Agriculture Division of
Motion Pictures. 1!.44: 3 reels, 16 and 35 nun. Sound- Loan. Teacher's
guide: '

feot,),,

pr
,?.

.

Content.-P-The theme Is: Wh;st the Mississippi has meant to 8,tho Nation and 4.

What it has oast.
A map of the Mississippi waterkliect Iii developed by animated drawings. .The

history cif life the Mississippi Valley As shown from /be time of 4he settle..4 ,

inent of the prairii to the i The film shows lumberIng operation* ih the
northeingpart iif tpe tall' , great iyaste In .tbe cutting and manufacturing of

ltimberi the clearing of the land and exposing the. soil to Ind and '''.'.,.. I , v r* .
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

rain. It portray; how the sod was broken and corn and other crops were
planted year after year on the prairfes, resulting in% loss of soil and rapid
run-off after rains. In the southern part of the valley cotton was raised. Year
after year It took rich plant food from the soil, leaving the hind in thd low&
valley eihausted. Erosion increased. Each year the water flowéd more rapidly
off the hills in the upper part oi the watershed*, carrying with it tons of silt.
?lost of this silt was dropped in lower portions ot the valley, filling channels
and causing the water to spread in floods. The fact that. water was not to-
tained on the hills in upper parts of the valley caused water to come rushing
higher and higher in the lower regions, washing away houses, factories, and
places of business tbat were built tim near the river. Each year the:peoplé
tried to build the banks of the river bigher. The jdeture shows them working
with scrapers drawn by mules, slowly raising the height of the banks. Pit-
Wises are given of, sharecroppers and families on worn-out farms. The film
closes with suggestions for remedial measuresscenes of regional planning,
T. V. A: developnient, and other constructive efforts to undo the wor4 of the
river.

1

Problems ridged and partly answered by the film are the following: (1)
What had the cutting of the forests to do with the river? (2) How was cott6n
culture in early days a part of the story of thip river? (8) Was sharè-
cropping a cause or a result of the devastation of the valley? (4) Is the
building of dikes a reliable meabbre for cgptrolling the river? (5) Can the'
valley be restored to its early fruitfulness? (6) What measures of conserva-
tion bav,e been taken?

Educational objectives.---(1) Understandings: (a) From ,one-fourth to three:
fourths of the soil of the Mississippi Valley has been iirecoverably washed away
iii a century. .( b) Cutting of forests and plowing of grasslands are largely
responsible for the loss. (c) Failure to control the little waters in the upper
part of the watershed causes depredation In . the lower part. (d) Thin and

tt4auste4, soil means poor farms and poverty among the farmers. (e) Proper
:Reasureaof conservation will presérve the soil that Is left and bring back the
prosperity of the people.

(2) Appreciations and attitudes: (a) Disapproval or careless or .eftravagant
cutting of forests. (b) Appreciation of trees. (c) Recognition pf the value of
grass In' conserving soil and of close crops and covér crops. (d) Desire io
have the soil conserved by proper land use. (e) Appreclittion of the Nation's
responsibilities toward preserving the natural resources, helping those who suffer

*from floods, and saving for future generations tteir Gpdigiveri heritage
111.(8) Persititkint interest: Seeing the film tnay cause the children to be inter-

ested in watching for news items about forests. or utie of the soil and about
National or State activities In controlling floods both at their. 'source and at
the mouths of rivers. r

used inAdaptation.The film can-be upper eiementaty grades if the children
are properly prepared for it and Is best adapted to eightbgrade and high-school

Mantes; of. ,materialeThe material IR yefl organized, the continuity Is
.t.he pictures.are clear and artistically photographed, awl the gommitatari

.aud musk are well synchronisted with the .scenes.. , .

Situistiew ant purpose..The film can.* *own effectively,. when the Oildren
expressedAave Intereati lit the control of thee imall stmuns.la.their .neighb.

.borhood. Undue erosion or. unimpected rise of a 'liter In.° the nellibborbood Is
an txperience' which will help the children to understand the Good
filtuations :IR. which to- use the. film dare units. such WI: conservation . ofpant
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11111*.

"protection 'of trees and forests, rotation of crops, and cotton, wheat, and corn
farming.

The film hits most promise for pummarizing a study of the conservation of
soil. It brings together in an effective way the trittic results of plowi.vg grass-lands and cutting away forest cover. It Is in -example of the far-reaching

'results of failure tò control the small waters in the higher part of a watershed,
tile creeks, brooks, and various small streams at the sources of larger rivers.
It also- cati be used to give the children additional Information in a study of
the conservation of soil before a summary Is needed..

Background dealiable.---Techniques most needed to understand this film' are
the ability to follow continuity, to sense a problem and keep it in mind, and
familiarity with the conservation experiences pretiented in the ffim. tibildren
who have carried on several activities In conbervipg soil understand -what soil

t. is and how it is held In plaice by grass roots, fórests, and the like, wili probably
have sufficient background for understanding The River.

Procedures.(1) Preparation.: Observe forest litter and understand that It
is composed of leaves, small sticks, tiny animals, and the like, mixed .7ith soil;
see the action of .water dripping through forest litter; compare the absorptitin
of water in forest litter with Its moie rapid run-off on uncovered soil ; observethat grass absorbs rainfall instead of letting it rún away( rapidly; take a trip
to a brook to observe that where there Is a steep fall tile water goes swiftly and
has more 'ewer; *notice that tiny pebbles are carried along with the water;
throw sticks in the stream apd notice that the water can carry them e*en
though some are quite large and heavy; put a hand in the water that falls off
a rack-or a ridge and feel itipower.

Review the map of the Mississippi Valley and note the relative immensityof the region. Learn the names of the more important tributaries of tbe
riveL ThAtead of preparing the children by ipecitle map study, the teacher
can Web!' rate a map study .in a unit on the conservation of soil In which the
STation's soil 'problems, present and past, have been studied. In such a stiuly.the children will learn not only the location of the river and Its tributaries, but
the loc.ati,n--ef forests, prairies,. and edrnlands, grasslands, and cotton region%
with regpeet to the main watershed .

(2) Viewing: The children can be asked to note in. the first scenes tbe
potions or hints .of plot, or tragedy, -to come and to observe constructive ways

'preventing the ruin suggested in the early scenes of the Picture.. A second- b twins is advisable to help the. Children to understand metOods 'of fighting b

floods at thb mouth of tbe river; to understand that there are two distinct
method, of controlling erosion, control of headwaters by proPer land use and
control of 11(idds at the mouth of .the river; and to appreciate the eontribution
(,)f sodatiservice agencies *during floods.

(8) Supplementary materials: Supplementary visual materials. are especially
desiraOle n preparing the children to view the film. and in clearing up difileul-
ties whiicii fhe children meet as they view it. (a) The following publications
of the U. S. .Department bf AgrIçulture hive helpful. silll pictures: Teri BUnoit

I
Little Oanss; Topsoil, Its Preservation; Our Soil, Bo Wastage Old Prose/wags;
and- Mt, the Nation's Basic Heritage. .(.0) Still pictures useful forbackgrotind.

t.

tudies of various of farming are published rn COnitervatio0 and Porno. _

;A-4 in& ...Americo Series, Socieity -for Cirriculum -.Study, Inc, 425 WaltOn hundred ind tvienty-tpird Street, .Nesi Yorkv.i.N. Y. (o). OthOr 71111.*14;

"4.4 supplinient the film are: Modify "Waters; ..1ftresti. an4 Moil; O. C e flgMis, 4 (

17rOitont TimberRea; and 'brats .14 itrefisilit U. EL Department af Apicial;
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CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARY ,SCHOOLS 35

ture Dirsion of Motion Pictures, Extension Service; and Reclamation in the
Arid West, U. Elt. Department of the Interior, . Division of Motion Pictures.

(4) a o estionst; for discussion: (a) Does the local *neighborhood have any of
the 1 I mitio* problems suggested by the film? (b) What is being done
to solve them?

(5) Further activities: (a) Draw a map of the w,/ersbed of whgh the local
neighborhood is si part. (b) Fill a small gully near the school. (o) Observe
the results of planting shrubs or* vines in the gully or of building dams of
brush. Decide whether or not a larger part of the rainfall in the region has
been retained by the effort (d) Observe othei activities in the neighborhood
closely related to tbe story of the film, such as studies of contour plowing, strip
farming, terracing, and grissed waterways. Study local forest conservation.
The main purpose of such related studies is to have the children realist the
im.portance of control of rainfall and small springs and streams, in the upper
part of vatersheds.

The Story of Coal.New York, N. Y., Bray Pictures Cmporation, 729 Seventh
Avenuq. [D. de] 1 creel, 16 mm. Sound. No teacher's guide.

Conte/WmTM theme of the film Is the formation of coal. *Although not
produced as a-conservatioq film, it can be used for the purpose if followed with
apptopriate discussion.' -

Centuries ago inch of the eaith was *covered 'kith swampy forests. Trees
grew and sank in the bog. Many pictures are shown slowly enough for chil-
-don to get an ,Idea of the type of vegetation which made coal. Finally the .

swamps were covered by the seas and the submerged vegetation formed peat.
In the picture animated diagrams are used to show the layers of peat aid
partly transformed vegetation. For ages silt and sand were deposited Over.
the peat, and the peat eventually changed into lignite and .then.. became bi-
tuminout coal. The silt and sand abové the coal turned into rock. Again
many. scenes are shown élowly, so that children can easily understand the.
picture. The weigit of the rock above the peat slowly bhanged it oto coal
and narrow strips or coal appear one laier.above another.

Change took place and the earth*** surface moved In great convulsions, folding
the layers of coal -one. upou the other. The present* of heat and* the continued
pressure changed bituminous coal into anthracite.ft Much of the anthracite
at first covered mountains as well *as valleys, but then came the ,glaciers, which
cut off the mountaintops and destroyed the coal there. The picture sh9ws a
vane* in the anthrticite region. -Finally men- found The' coal and began to

s Tilt i In a valley 'in the picture is a coal-mining .town, with *the entrance
of a mine shown- both it a distance and close up. The observer sees a small
ear sink down the chute into the mine.

A map Is usid to indicate the locatiOn of tour areas hi. the Unitid States.,
Hardl areas are pointed out by an index, and then softal areas.. Deep .

mintiNg means more labor and expense than the shallower mining. The iiiteribr
of .tbe ,mines Is shown with thé .miners at worli. Scenes show the Owing of

.. ,tonaMite, the man who place4 It going . coawiy, and the: nsequent' expl
;

ösion ....:

which loosens colkl so that 4 iit can. be removed (mail.* from the .mine. '...Cial t...,i.A.;
..::.
41::,,,I.,

.. 4 .eitirti full 44 ,eoal sometillies. tTavel several lilies uhdergroui4 before they reach . ° f
, ' 0;,:s

the surfaie. The picture takes the obsérvir Some dietagee- with. the ,car and .r.,;',.:7/;'
..-:.:t..thin pictures the coal hoisted tò the entrance of the Alm and duinped into

-.,

. .
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- CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMESTARY SCHOOLS

Educational objective8.--(1) Understandings: (a) Coal was formed cen-
turies ago when the earth's climate was warrner and damper than now. b)
The climate produced great trees and dense vegetation., (c) After many years
the vegetation was submerged and through great, .slow changes, pressure,
and heat, becamé coal. (d) The conditións which produced coal cannot exist
again in the stage of creation which we know. (e) Some day the supplies oi
coal will become exhausted, and no more coal will form.

(2) Attitudes: (a) Desire to refrain from wasting coal and to keer(othAri
from wasting it. (b) Tendency to regard coal as a mouiice Which the Nation
as a whole shotild plan to conserve.

(3) Persistent interests: (a) Interest 112' the work of- coal miiitng. (b)
tereht in the people who mine and. the waY they live.

Adaptation.---Grade 4 and above. Most suitalk if a unit on coal Is in
progress or has been previously studied.

Treatment of material.Organization .and continuity .are clear; there are
sufficient close-ups and effective photography; presentation is slow enough for
children to understand ; and facts apparently are accurate:

Bituatitos and purpooe.Appropriate for supplementing oe enriching a init
on the- conservation óf coal or a unit on mining,. Iiiinerals, or fuel.

Background dearable.--Abillty to follow continuity and to use the facts
observed to help answer questions; familiarity with commentary.

Procedurea.--(1) Preparation: In the regular development of- the unit on
coal, before the film is presented, the children. should have some experience
with coal, such' as gathering Pieces, breaking Mein apart, 'Jiving them burned
in a stove or furnace, etc.; should compare hard coal with soft 'coal Lind study
the values and uses of each should be sufficiently familiar with the .map
of the rnited States to underitand the locations mentioped In the film ; should
study the story of the formation a coal in books,

(2) Viewing.: Children lobk for answer', to .questions formuldi question's
about points which are 'not clear and formulate problems suggested by the

fiuch as: Is coat' being formed anywhere -today? How - can coal be
conserved?

(3) Supplementary materials: (a) Coal and. iron," piciure-iei;ehing unit
material. (b) Picture,' included in secilon on coal in 'a children's encyclos
pedia. (0) The Story Book of -Coal." (4) Getting 'Acquainted With the
Mineral's."

(4) Questions for 'discussion: (a) Is coal wasted in the 4.11dren's
munity? (b) What substitutes would the Nation have for coal, should all
the coal be consumed? (o) In what ways, if any, call the' Nation conserve
part of the coal now used? . (d) Holt_ d[1_-_ coal compare with other fuels in
amount of supily?

(5) Fuitber activities: (a) Scenes IA the Ant part of the film can be tined
to give the children ideas for original posters and dzawinp about tbe forma-
,tIpn a coal. (b) Children rho live near* a mine can visit the mine, observe
tle machinery at Its entrancee and Bile how muCh coal is wasted. , (o) Children
can gather samples of coal for an exhibit and write likbels; folders, or posters
goncerningthe coniervation of coal ito accompany their samples.

st n Compton's pictured encyclopedia. Coal and iron. Chiefs% na.. IL P. Compton41
/1.116.

Petergbaiii, Maude. awl Pe.,erebiOnt. )1fiska. Thp,.itory book Of coal._ Philadelphia, S.,
Jabs C. Winston, 19115. 82 p: I -

Gebree. (*this acquainted.' with Op minerals. N. It -Maw
Publishing Vo..;. 1934. 824.s Illus.
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Supplementary List ch 12. Films on Conservation

Hollis on the Range.-7-Washington, D. C. U. S. Department of the Interior, Divi-.
sion of 'Motion Pictures. [n. d.1 1 reel, 16 min. Sound. Loan. -

The Government plans for control of erosion in the public 'domain cooperation of
the landowners with Government officials ; activities in contro) of erosion, sucli. as
flood control, protection of gram, construction of driveways, and thé seeding of
overgraged areas,

Sinews from the Soil.--WashIngton, D. C. U. B. Department of the, Interior,
nivision of Motion Pktures. 1935. 10 min. 10 mm. Silent Loan.

Important industries, places of recreation. nnd scenery in Minnesota ; iron mining,
park activities, and C. C. C. work. Topics briefly treated.

Old LandeNew Use (South Caroling).Washington, D C.- U. S. Department..
of the Interior, Division of Motion Pictures. 1R35. 11 min. 16 mm.
Sound. Loan.

Designed to show hoi lands which have becomE barren through wrong use, and
submarginal lands, can be devoted to parks. Emphasises replanting of trees, use of
parka for recreation, and work of C.Ç,C.

Reclamatiowin the Arid WestWashington, D. C. U. S. Department of the
Interior, Division of Motion Pictures. 1937. 10 min. '16 mm. Sound, Loan.

Important understanding3 are : Land west of the 100th meridian is relatively arid ;
I the importAnce of irrigation in reclaimilig arid land ; usefulness of snows high in moun-

tains ; and work of Government in irrigation.

Reforestation.Rocbester, N. Y., Eastman Teaching Filing, Mar. 1928. 15 min.
16 mm. Silently Loan. Teacher's guide. a

Portrays sections of a film teem* on forest cutting, a tree nursery, and a school
iroject in which pupils plant seedlings in treeless areas.

Harvesting Uncle Sam's Vimber.Washington., I). C. U. S. Pepartment of
Agriculturi, Forest Service. 4926 2 reels, 16 mm. . Silent. Loan.

Shows tbat forests are it source of national wealth and that although millions to:
dollars worth of forests are cut each year the forests are not destroyed. The chief
governmental regulations deal with sale of forest tunits and with the cutting of mature
trees according to a plan which provides for second, third; and fourth crops of lumber.
Forest land, which have been completely *swept by Ore may remain unproductive
indefinitely,

_Forest Mire or Game.Washtngton, D. C. U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Motion Picture Division, 1931. 1 ,reel, 16 and 35 mm. Silent. Loan.

Shows thattoresis protect wildlife, such as deer, fish, quail, turkey, moose, and bear ;
that fires destroy forests ind the food of animals that live in forests as well as the
animal& Brings out ways in which forest fires are caused. by carelessness, and shows
that regions whkb are understocked 'with* game can be supplied from other regions
walk young animals such as deer,-or with fish.

Flowers.Reembester, N. Y. Eastman Teaching Films, Inc. [n. d.] 1 reel,
16 Dim. Silent. Teacher's guide.

The film shows a number of common flowers growing in natural ',fluent)* ; blood-
root, trillium, asalea, iris, tidy tips, California poppy, and lily. Animated photogralft.
Tbe hepatica hu leaves which are livershaped, and tlie blossoms grow on long.heavy
stocks. mow movement portrays their giowth and flowers and leaves move in the

. brews as they grow. Other flowers are displayed in the same manner and a number
of seems are shown for5eaeli Bower. The picture should be useful in helping children
to identify Sowers When they have. opportdoits.to see them ia the woods.
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38 CONSERVATION FILMS IN ELEMENTARi SCHOOLS

Vichigan Moose...--New York. Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. Michigan Department
of Conservation, Lansing, Mich. 1930. 15 min. 10 mm. Sound. Loan.

Shows that moon live in forests or woodlands. In order to have moose it le
necessary to protect Woods and forests. Because there is not enough food for large
herds of moose in the forests, an effort has been made to (tonal herds of moose and
feed them during the winter. Moose are sometimes* trapped and moved to areas where
there are none.

AP

Michigan Isuraearers.--New York Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. Michigan Depart-
ment of Conservation, Lansing, Mich. 1934. 15 min. 16 mm. Sound.
Loan or purchase.

A num-ber of scenes of different animals such as an opossum with its young, potent-
pine, muskrats, rabbits, Michigan wolverine, skunk, otter, badger, raccoon, fox, bobcat,
bear cubs, white-tailed deer, and moose.

- Michigan White-Tails.New York. Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. 1937. 1 reel,
lo mm. Sound. Loan.

A -film portraying deer in Michigan. Showa that deer live in woodlands and that
in 'order to have deer it is necessary to protect woods and forests. Deer feed on
cedar trees. With the present area of forest in Michigan it is possible to preserve a
limited number of deer. To keep the deer from being destroyed completely, bunten
'are allowed to kill silly the deer that have antlers. Some effort is made to protect
the deer from starvation br trapping them in woods where tliey have PAten the cedar
and removing them to fresh woodlands.

War in the Trees.New York.. Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. [n. d. i reel, 16 nun.
Sound. Purchase or loan.

4
Forests are an important natural resource. Millions of dollars worth of trees,

however, are destroyed by the woodwasp. Becikuse of his intelligence and *scientific
ability man has discovered a unique way of fighting the woodwup, and that is througha natural enemy, the Wawa, a parasite developed in laboratories. Every year the
Rhyssa saves Great Britain millions of dollars worth of lumber. The life cycl of theRhyssa is pictured;
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